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Metrolink Connects· Campus To Cen .....
West

d And Downtown St. Louis

200 ,000 Ride
MetroHnk During
First Week

Rail System May Cause
Campus Parking Problems
. by Clint Zweifel
news ed~or

Some users of the North Campus
Metrolink station have been parking in
designated faculty and sbIdent lots,
without recehjng tickets for their violations.

Unlike the South Campus station,
the North Campus station, located behind the Blue Metal Office Building,
does not provide parking for Metrolink
riders.
UM-St. Louis Police Chief John
Pickens said he told all UM-St. Louis
police offi cers not to ticket the violators
because it would be difficult to collect
ticket revenue.
"There is a lack of a mechanism to
enforce the fine,1> he said.
Pickens said if an employee, faculty
member or student receives a parking
ticket, there are several ways the fme
could be enforced.
But, if a visitor corrunits a parking
violation, the ticket may be annulled_
For example, if a faculty member
or emplo
of the ooivexs:ity receiyes
a parking ticket, the fine could be

I '

withdrawn from their paycheck. In the
case of srudents, their transcripts or
report card could be held.
The situation is different for a
visitor.
Debbie Lancaster, data entry clerk
in the Cashiers Office, said a visitor
who receives a ticket can have it annulled by sending it in to the cashiers
office with the word visitor written
across the ticket The cashiers office
will check to make sure the vehicle is
not registered with UM-St Louis. If it
isn't, the ticket is annulled.
Reinhard Schuster, director of facjlities management, said there are other
reasons why the university has not
enacted policy to deal with the violators.
He said the North Hanley Metrolink
parking lot is not finished and could be
causing overtlow onto the North and
South Campus lots. Linda Hancock,
communications official at Metrolink,
said ,weather permitting, the lot will be
completed August 31.
"Once the lot is finished it may no
longer be a problem," Schuster said.
He said UM-St Louis is also
thinking of, "allotting 10 or 15 spaces

by Clint Zweifel
news

More than 200,000 prople tried
the city's newest form oftransportation, Metrolink., during its first
full week in use. Many of them
were trying to decide how
Metrolink could fit into their daily
schedules.
iii
St. Louis City resident Willie
Miles and Areau Gartney came to
the grand opening celebration to
find out which bus routes tie in
with the Grand A venue stop. they
will use Metrolink on a daily basis
: ~:~ them to their jobs in East St.
••
;:~

Photo: Dave Floyd

NOT CLOWNING AROUND : While this may not be the normal fare-paying customer of Metrolink, a clown
greets train riders during the grand opening . Seen here is the Delmar station .
to the public as a "good neighbor ges-

ture."
Schuster said if an officer is temracily station" :' the lut en North
campus, it could keep Metrolink riders

McDonnell Douglas Don ates .$ 300,000
For Undergraduate Engineering Program
by Jeremy Rutherford
associate news editor

A donation of $300,000 from the
James S. McDonnell Foundation, announced by UM-St. Louis Chancellor
Blanche Touhill on May 26, has enabled UM-St Louis to start an undergraduate engineering program in conjunction with Washington University.
In past years, a UM-St. Louis student working toward a degree in engineering was forced to take pre-engi-

Inside

neering courses at the university, and
then transfer to a school with an undergraduate program in the field.
Classes will be held at Washington
University. Part of the donation is being used to update UM-St Louis with
a computer laboratory to support classroom work.
Bob Samples, director of UM-St
Louis communications , said he expects
the laboratory to be completed in September.
"It will be the most sophisticated .
computer laboratory on the UM-St
Louis campus," Samples said.
The contribution will also increase
scholarship funds and aid to students in
the program and will help develop recruitment
With only evening classes available, the program will be geared for the
non-traditional student, who works fulltime during the day.
Fifty-four students have been admitted to the program and 15 of those
have completed summer classes in the
program. These sbIdents will have a
choice of taking mechanical or electrical
engineering courses.
Rosemarie Heidenreich attended
the summer session and has enrolled in

undergraduate engineering classes for
the fall semester. She plans to attain a
bachelors degree in engineering in the
next two or three years.
''The summer program went real
well," Heidenreich said. "I really enjoyed the classes and professors. The
joint program merged the twouniversities together nicely."
Students will pay UM-St. Louis
tuition rates, but will receive a joint
. degree from both UM-St Louis and
Washington University.
"The cooperative engineering
program provides placebound students
from St Louis with the never-before
opportuPjty to earn undergraduate engineering degrees through a public
university," UM-St Louis Chancellor
Blanche Touhill said. Bill Darby, of
Washington University, is dean of the
undergraduate engineering program.
"We are delighted with the generous do nation from McDonn ell Douglas," Darby said. "The gifl is very
important to the start of the program. "
Officials from UM-St. Louis and
Washington University believe no other
such engineering program, which involves a public-private partnership,
exists elsewhere in the country.

from parking in the unauthori zed
spaces.
"If that doesn't work," he said, "we
will have to banicsde 1\ eff and really
enforce it"

Noel Bath, manager of campus
construction and planning, said the
university does not want to interfere
wi th progress of Me alink, in e it
is still relatively new.

out~:~~~~:~I~~~~o~~~~~
be prepared for the coming work
w\X',k," said Gartney.
"My blood pressure lowered
already just knowing I won 't hay
to driVE; in traffic," said Tim
Wilhite, a resident of Aorissant,
who works in the Central West
End. He will take the bus to UMSt. Louis since his bus route is tied

f
See Riders, page 6

Tim Hatfield: Man Of Honor And Flood Hero

Photo : Aliie M. Ali

GOOD JOB President Bill Clinton congratualates Tim Hatfield, of St. Joseph, M O, August 12, during
his trip to St. Louis to talk about flood relief programs. Hatfield was one 0119 people honored for their
efforts during the "Great Flood of 1993 ." Hatfield's home was swept away by the raging Missouri flood
waters, and he has been using his boat to take workers and equipment to the ciity's water plant, which
had been shut down previous to his efforts.

President Clinton Signs Flood-Ai
by Clint ZWeifel
news editor

"

President Bill Clinton and congressmen from flood-effected areas mel
in St. Louis August 12, to sign a relief
bill that will provide $5.7 billion to the
areas affected in the Midwest
The flood-aid bill was signed at
Henry VIII Hotel in North County,
where 19 flood "heros" were honored,
including two from Missouri.
The bill will provide money for lost
crops, housing, clean-up costs, damaged public facilities such as bridges,
highways and levees and an examination of future flood control methods.
Social service help will also be provided
for those suffering emotionally from
the flood and for the unemployed. Two
billion dollars will be given to the Fed-

editor

Honors Flood He

~oes
~

era! Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) to provide emergency cash
for those who qualify.
M6ng with the flood aid bill,
President Clinton also signed the Depository InstibIte Relief Act. President
Clinton said the act will provide for a
speedier recovery, lending banks more
freedom to give credit to flood victims.
"We will allow local banks to make
local decisions about how best to speed
up aid and credit to those who need it,"
President Clinton said. "Flood victims
. will have more time and flexibility in
replacing their homes and personal
property."
The act also provides for an easing
of tax collection requirements on those
who, as a result of the flood, must live

I

water and inspiration to those w110 were
on their insurance proceeds.
President Clinton also honored holding back the deluge."
Thompson came in place of her
people who he said exhibited outmother, who preferred to stay out of the
standing spirit in fighting the flood.
Tim Hatfield of St. Joseph and spotlight
Hatfield, Carnahan said, had alDoris Emily Hoskins of Kimmswick
were two of the 19 people honored as ready lost his home to the flood when
flood heros. They both reside in Mis- officials called him for help. He used
souri Hoskins and her daughter, Doris his boat to take workers and equipment
Thompson, helped those working at to the city's water plant, which was
sandbag sites and pumping stations shut down. Although the water has
receded in St Joseph, Hatfield has
near the Mississippi"Doris Hoskins and her daughter continued to work in other areas still
are vivid examples of how the worst of . affected by the flood.
situations bring out the best in people,
'They show what extraordinary
Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan said. feats can come from ordinary people, n
"Countless flood fighters' spirits were Carnahan said.
lifted by the sight of the mother and
Congressman Dick Gephardt, Ddaughter team providing food and St Louis County, said the bill is the
H

Bm

first step toward reco ery, but, the
tou~estpart--rebuilding-isstill ahead.
'The hard part comes when the
cameras are off and we're no longer in
the spotlight of the national news," he
said.
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FOR RENT

,----------,

I 5% DISCOUNT WITH
TH IS COUPON
I
I (FOR All STUDIOUS
STUDENTS)
I

I
I
I
I

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

PARK GLEN ECHO TOWNHOUSES
1 Bedroom starts at $280. All Appliances. w/w Carpet. On Site
Management. AlC, Gas Heat. Spiral
Staircase. Parking, Laundry. 25S0

Certified lifeg uards needed for

Dear Cory,

evening and weekend hours at the

Don't the Suns suck? Did you see

UM-St. Louis Swimming Pool. Pay

how terribly they played in the

is $5.00 per hour. Apply at Recre-

finals? Isn't KJ such a Fag? Maybe

ational Sports Office, 203 Mark

KJ should go play in a women's

Twain. 1Oam-5pm Monday-Friday,

league. In fact, maybe he shouldn't

553-5125.

play at all.

LUCAS & HUNT. 38S-0728

:

-UMSL 1 BDR. TWN :
I
CA/CARPET
I
HELP WANTED
I -CLOSE TO CAMPUS I
I -CLOSE TO LIGHTHAlL I A-STAR (After School Teenage
I -CLOSE TO NORTH
I Activity and Recreation) program

for teens with developmental dis-

: OAKS SHOPP I NG CEN- : abilities has Activity Instructor
I
TER
I positions available at Webster
I -CLOSE TO ALL YOUR I Groves YMCA and Emerson FamI
NEEDS
I ily YMCA . Monday-Friday 3:30I 2550 LUCAS & HUNT I 6:00, $7.00 per hour . Contact Kim

IL ________
3 85-0728

I

~

PART-TIME
EMPLOYMENT'
OI>p()lrrUNIlY

IL

For info, call
Mr. Sutton

needed for flag football, soccer,

Dear A.A.,

and volleyball. Experience not re-

Welcome back. Hardly saw you

quired. Self confidence and a will-

all summer. I still have that book

to-learn-attitude recommended.

that you let me borrow. It was

Pay is $5.00 per game. Apply at

great. Hear from you soon?

427-0015 -.JI
_________

r.--------------------~
The ClJrrent C)assifie~ Orde'r Form

Mark Twain. 10am-Spm Monday-

1177.

For Sale I Help Wanted I Personals

CLASSIFICATION

FREE FOn
STUDENTS

MESSAGE:

S'bug

Recreational Sports Office, 203
Note: Leave me alone. -AA

Positions Available
Part-time Clerk

FOIII ornCE UIE O"l.,.
... a UE:

L!

• Eam $4.50/hr starting pay, $4.75 after
cash register certification
• Eam up to $5.25 per hour with seniority
raises every six months
• Work up to 40 hours per week during day and evening hours
• Work with an Assistant Manager or Store Manager
• Never work over night and never work alone
• Job duties include: Customer service, merchandising,
housekeeping, and inventory control.

I

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING POLICY
Paid classified advertising receives priority ova:, free
classified orders . All orders should be mailed to
"Jason and Alfie", c/o The Current, 800 1 Natural
Bridge. Drop boxes for orders are located in Lucas
Hall (next to Evening College) at the offices of The
Current, 7940 Natural Bridge .

Recreational Sports Officials

Friday, 553-512S .

QuikTrip'

PERSONALS

~ippen

Loomis, Adaptive Programs 436-

QT

Good cause,
great pay.
Mon.- Thurs.6-9
pm Sat.9 am.-l pm
Earn up to tweleve
dollars per hour
with bonuses and
commisions.
Your efforts will be
benefiting
the Paralyzed
Veterans of
America.

I
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WANTED -W RNTEO-- WAN TIED
YMCA CHILD CARE ASSISTANTS
YMCA of Greater St. Louis has a part-time position open as a child
assistants to school age children 6-13 old who are m'entall), retarded
or have developemental disablities. The positions are available in the
Before-and-After-School Child Care Program at sites throughout
St. Louis County and St. Charles County.

Call Our Job Line at 1-800-365-0935
L..-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- . . J

Contact: Janie Mast ·
Director of Adaptive Programs
1528 Locust Street
St. Louis Mo. 63103
Phone # 436-1177

Laser Printer Service
Knowledgeable

I

Factory Trained
Specialized

Responsive

WANTED:

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Roadway Package System, a package delivery service, hires college students to load and unload
trailers and package vans. If you are at least 18
years old and want to work 4 to 5 hours a day
MON-FRI, RPS can offer you $6-$6.50 per hour
plus $1 per hour tuition assistance. This work is
extremely physical and all applicants must be able
to lift 70 pounds.
If you feel you've got what it takes, come to:
5434 Eagle Industrial Court in Hazelwood, Mo.
or
6150 Olive Lane at Skinker & Olive
Apply in person or call 1-800-432-8974 for more
infomation
Shifts available:
4 pm- 9 pm $6+$1 tuition assistance
3 am- 7:30 am $6.50+$1 tuition assistance

Excellent hours that work in with your school schedule

Cost-Effective

User-Friendly

JACK SIEBER

ANDY GEORGEN

President

Technical Services ME-r.

"Their preventive maintenance program (vs crisis maintennnce) has
resulted in no down-time this year. The honesty factor in their diagnosis
is also very valuable to us."
Diane Menne

INSTRUCTIONAL COMPUTING
Ask About Our Service Credit Program

349-6600
Ql!~RT¥SH~<?L9~I~S

PRINTER PERFORMANCE

E DITOR
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VJElCOM~ BACK V{\iSL. S1iJbENTS AN~ HEiJ.O To N..L
\~~ ~ew ~A. ~ SUMtttER mos~ FESTtJAL5
CN£P.. SO ~t: \S AGUID E" ~ \\iOSE p,Q.,b'110

f\\ 1~\S \It--l\~~Rsrr~

bO ~OT f~GeT

'iOllR BOOKS. COLlfG6 HAs SOVf\Hl~G
bo Wfn. \ REA'D\I-JG.

RADAR

PA"ROL'£~
CAMPUS

EUCH © 19'13

Humanitrian Aid Is F ine; Leave
U.S. Ground Troops At H ome

VOICE OFT HE PEOPLE POLICY
The Current welcomes letterstolhe edlt~r. on
subjects of interest to it's readers; LetteIsshouldbe :
brief and the use of anymat.e rial-isatthe discretion
of The editor.
.
..
.
.. . .. ,.,

ing." Limbaugh uses his role in the mass lent fog that is war.
media to propagate information having
It's easy to sit in an air..z"C'flditionoo
been "canned" for rum toglanceovcr,and room, fat with infonTIation on the brest
[OnTI his opinion. TIlls is the true measure p::llitical tren~ and make combat plans to
of his show.
spill the blood of truly patriotic ,A,meriWhen it a~ the Republican cans, as in Limbaugh's case.
Party was in serious jeopardy of/osing the
Simply put, religion has lx'en the
\\lllite HOLL';e [or the first time in 12 years, num her one killer of mankind since man
Limtxmgh' sJXllularradioshow suooenly .could grasp a rock and smash another
to hear an opposing point of view, but it evolved from radio to the "magic bullet" man's skull with it
Provide aid. Provide adequate mediis probably because LiiTlbaugh and I fOnTI of communication (televi.sion, for
all
of
you
non-comrnunicatioo
majors)
cal
needs,
and use the United Nation's
graduated fl-om the same high school-'wruch
night!
y
tries
to
assassinate
thecharmilitary
to
bear
the bnmtoftheload. Using
albiet20 years apart. We're both graduacter
of
the
president
thequick
-strikecapabilities
ofmIT vaunted
ates of Cape Girardeau Central.
I
interviewed
Major
General
Jack
C.
air
p::lwer
to
blast
the
murderous
Serbian
However, when Limbaugh speaks
Wheeler
atout
the
same
time
Limbaugh
artillery,
and
cut
off
all
lines
of
their
comof the President not being qualified to be
commented
00
sending
ground
troops
to
munication
would
be
reasonable
solu·
Commander-in-Chief, his judgement is
Europ;:.
Wheeler
is
thecomrnander
of
all
tions.
tainted because Limbaugh hasn't served
This country has enough war memoin the military either, and is a college Anny recruiting.
When
I
brought
up
the
subject
of
rials
torememberlallen CO!11Iades-in-arms.
dropout
women
in
combat,
General.
Wheeler's
Sending
ground troopsintothemiddle
Being a veteran myself, and a senior
mood
sucklenly
shifted
from
one
of
liveof
a
civil
war,
in which neither side has a
in college, it is in my power to find Mr. .
Rush Limbaugh guilty of a major integ- liness, to one of complexity. "Unless govemmentor a leadercapahle of sclving
you 'veseen the ugliness of war, youcan 't the bloody issues, could jeopardize the
rity violation.
This violation should be dealt with p::lSSibly know if you beloog in combat," U.S. national security, and hinder any
by all networks and cable outlets running Wheeler said, lookIDg right through me. chance of Clinton's economic recovery
Wheeler wears acombatpatch on his plans.
his apocalyptic view of how to co-exist,
right
shoulder, and hai several rows of
It would alro sepanue a nation that
by cancelling his show immediately.
colorfulnbbonsonhischesl
..
rome
which
needs
all of the unity it can muster.
\\Thy Russell, you're gasping, "Why
Shut up, Rush.
don't you just tell me what you're think- surely held memories of the hostile, vio-

Editing may be necessary for space and clarity.
Ideas will not be altered but editing will avoid '
obscenity, libel and invasions of privacy.
Letters in print do not necessarily reflect the :
opinion of The Current.
.
All letters must bear the handwritten signatuei '
of the writer and include writer'saddress, student:
identification numbers and i~leph9ne llllmb.t1rf6r
.the purposes .• of verification.All~ffoI1s :wilii, .be}·
.' ;Ta?et?ke~pwriter anonYm2R§: 'f[~q~~$ted: . · : · :

by Russell Korando
editor-in-chief
The camera closed in on the tleshy,
rotund face, and it remarked, "The
military's job is to kill people and break
things."
This description of the U.S.'s military role in the world was made by the
suddenly-famous, ultta-rightwing, self
proclaim~ p::llitically correct, social
leader Rush Limbaugh.
Limbaugh said this during his increasingly popular "Rush Limbaugh
Show" recently. Limbaugh added that
President Clinton should send ground
troops to Bosnia to fight Serbian troops
in a war that would mean the deaths of
thousands of young Americans.
Limbaugh claims he is the voice of
the true mainstream America, but he
spills this garbage of using our men and
women to put their lives on the line,
intervening in a religious civil war.
Limbaugh tauntedPresident Clinton
for hesitating to take action against the
Serbs, and made reference to his lack of
leadership abilities because Clinton
chose to auend college, instead of fighting in Vietnam.
I guess I tum on Limbaugh's show
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NEWS

's Hayes Wins 1993 Media Award
by Matt Forsythe
of The Current

Asking Bernie Hayes to name all
of the awards he has received as news
director ofKWMU would be like asking MichaelJordan to name all of the
awards he's won since he began playing basketball.
Since 1987, Hayes has received
426 awards as KWMU's news chief.
However, Hayes said his most recent award would not just be tossed in
a pile with the others.
On June 4, Hayes was presented
the 1993 Media Award at the annual
dinner of the Missouri Association of
Social Welfare.
''This award is very, very impor-

Bernie Hayes

tant to me," Hayes said after receiving
the award. TheMASW gave the award
to KWMU for its outstanding coverage
of social policy and human service
issues.
"It is showing that people who are
doing things - the movers and the
shakers, the people who are actually
involved in helping other people-are
really listening to public radio. Itshows
we must be doing something right," he .
said.
Hayes described those "somethings" he felt the station was doing
right
"The mission of National Public
Radio and themission of the University,
as well as the mission of KWMU, is to
[report on1issues that impact the qual-

ity of one's life," he said. "Things that
are happening around you as well as
the arts and entertainrnenl"
Hayes said KWMU reports issues
and agencies that wouldn't ordinarily
be covered.
'We 're touching people. We know
that our audience is more of an educated audience and more of an activist
audience. Those people who are involved, who are interested in news
and news-worthy tOpIcs. Things that
people need to know, not only want to
know, but need to know. Things that
effect their lives."
Members of the eight-chapter
MASW gathered at the Kirkwood
Community Center to honor Hayes
and others who have helped those

unable to help themselves. Mickey
Rosen, chairman ofMASW, described
the purpose of the organization as "a
voice for the disenfranchised."
'There are social workers, housewives, businessmen, doctors, and
lawyers in our organization," he said.
"Our primary goal is to advocate for the
rights of people who need advocates.
We speak for people in prisons, the
aged, the homeless, orphans, all the
disenfranchised."
Rosen also said that one of their
"major thrusts" is letting people know
about existing problems in thecommunity and helping develop potential leg islative solutions.
In doing this, Rosen said KWMU
played abig part in infonningpeople of

the tough iss ues that other television
and radio stations tend to ignore.
"We wanlto recognize and honor
those people who have done a particularly meritorious job of advocating
for people who need it," he said.
"[National Public Radio] is a stalwart
beacon in this community. Public radio
is a marvelous way of getting good,
honest view points acroSS to the public."
Others receiving awards from
MASW included Mary Ross, St.Louis
Alderman 5th WareL who received the
1993 Legislator Award for her work on
groundbreakingcivilrightslegislation,
and D. Scott Penman, who was named
the 1993 Volunteer of the Year in recognition of his efforts to lobby for
welfare reforms.

School Senate Conuluttee UM-St. Louis Graduate ·S tudent
.Institutes Computer Code Wins Metro JOurnalislIl Award
The UM-St Louis Senate Execu• tive committee recently approved
temporary university codes of conduct
, for computer use.
The temporary codes went into
effect June 17, and will enable the
. university to punish users if they vio: late campus or U.S. copyright and
software licencing codes.

of conduct include provisions for:
damaging any university
hardware or software;
deleting any university-provided software;
deleting any data or communication not belonging to the user;
wasting limited resources,
such as unnecessary or excessive
printing;
disproportionatel y using
CPU, memory, or disk space;

regulations.
The cooe also states that all users of
university computing equipment and
services are expected to observe the
rights of other users.
Jerrold Siegal, coordinator of
campus computing, said the code is
necessary because the university previously had no formal way to punish
those accused of misbehaving in the
computer labs.
"This bill brings the usual student

The full Senate will review the bill
at its first meeting, which is set for Sept.
14. The executive commitee has the
ability to temporarily approve legislation during the summer.
Pending approval by the full Senate, the standards of conduct will be
posted on the doors of all campus
computer labs.
In addition to calling for enforcement of existing state and federal
copyright and software licensing laws,
the temporary UM-St Louis standards

smm]taneously using multiple terminals or microcomputers;
importing software of unknown or suspicious fun ction or quality (the primary vehidcfor introducing
viruses);
knowingly introducing a
computer virus or other destructive
program;
using university computing
facilities for non-university activities,
personal or commercial purposes, except as provided for in university

conduct code to bear on the situation,"
Siegal said.
Since thebill will be included in the
Student Conduct Code, Faculty
Handbook and Personal Policy and
Procedure manual, he said the regulations will be much easier to enJorce.
Punishments defmed by the temporary code range from discontinuance
of computing privileges to legal action,

• by Jeremy RutherfOrd

: associate news editor
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See Code, page 6
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by Jeremy Rutherford
associate news editor

UM-St Louis graduate student Diana Davis, 46, was one of
17 journalism and communication students to receive a scholarship at the 24th annual Lecture
and Awards Banquet of the Journalism Foundation of Metropolitan Sl Louis on May 26 .
Davis was awarded the International Association of Busi-

KTVI-TV Channel 2, served as the
master of ceremonies.
'There was a damper over the
death of (Joseph) Pulitzer, and the
previous week with the passing of
Bob Hardy of KMOX radio," Johnson said. "But there
was a sense of relief
because of these
individual's accomplishments in education."
Joe Kenny of the

exciting evening."
Davis, who is senior secretary
of the communications department
at UM-St Louis, maintains a 3.7
grade point
The Press Club, the Society of
Professional
Journalists,
Sigma Delta Chi,
Women
in
Communica- iO
tions , International Associa-

ness Comm unicalOrs Scholarship
based on writing samples and
academic excellence.
'This scholarship award was
a tremendous relief to conclude
my senior year," Davis said.
Foster Davis, managing editoroftheSt. L::lUis Post-Dispatch,
was the featured speaker at the
awards banquet, which was held
at the Regal Riverfront Hotel.
Donn Johnson, news anchor for

St. Louis Review was
one of the mem bers
of the panel that chose
Davis to receive the
scholarship.
"We were impressed by her work
in different activities, her ability to
juggle her time and still tum in the
quality of work that she sent in,"
Kenny said.
Davis agreed with Kenny, "Five
years of hard work ended in a very

tion of Business
Communicators,
Association of
Black Journalists, Public Relations of America and the Baseball Writer's Association of
America provided nearly $ l8,OOO
toward the scholarships. Major
St L::lUis-based companies also
awarded specific scholarships
through the Foundation.

__________~____. .____,~~~'_.~
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WELCOME
New & Returning Students
We're students just like you and
we're here to help. CODle visit us in
our new "Echo" lounge, have a cup
of coffee and discover all that we
have to offer. A place to learn,
study, or relax. Find a friendly
face or supportive ear, and much
more .. •
• . at HORIZONS.

The Skater's Place
• NEW LOCHION·
..:;X-l ""dl·(1t- al Eudid
L\djaCl'nl III Flln·,1 "ark
in Ih,' (·WE. T,," lIIucks
Frllm \h'ln> l.inkl

367-2'9 29

St. Louis' Only
Full Service
In Line Skate Shop

• Rentals
.. Lessons
• Sales

A .RD//erb/ade.
\

\

•

HORIZONS

PEER
HELPERS
427 SSB

HORIZONS PEER COUNSELING

553-5730

The Top Ten Reasons
to Work
for The Current
1. Twice as much fun as those
other groups and no dues to pay.
2. We have a house jusllike those
cool frat guys .
3. The ex.citement of nailing petty
campus bureaucrats to the wall.
4. The unequaled power trip of
seeing your name in print.
5, The unequaled embarrassment
of finding out that you have
misspelled the Chancellor's name
in the last issue.
6. One Word: Convention
7. Don't have any writing skills.
Don't worry, we have computers.
8. The fun and excitement of
copy deadlines. (Yeah right)
9. We are the top-ratcd,s~udent
run, afternoon edition, weekly
newspaper on campus. (Also the
only student-run, afIernoon
edition, weekly newspaper on
campus)
10. Toga-Toga-Toga
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Honorary ehancellor PIoposes Measures To Prevent Metrolink Crim.e
•

'I

Degree's
Awarded At

Graduation
by Julie Hodges
Current news reporter
Three St Louis business pro-

fessionals received honorary degreesduringthesecondl993UMSt Louis graduation ceremony
held Aug, 8, in the Mark Twain
Gymnasium.
UM-St. Louis Chancellor
BIancheM. Touhill presented
honoray doctorates in fme arts to
. Ronald J. Hines, founder of the
St Louis Black Repertory Company and Steven Woolf, artistic
directorfurtheRepertoryTh~

of SL Louis. Joseph R. Thomas,
executive vice-JYCSident of intcrnational development for the KMart Corporation, . received a
Doctorate of Humane Letten
Joseph Martinich, professor
of operations management and
management sciences at UM-St
Louis, gave the commencement
address. Reading from achildren' s
book, "Jane and the Dragon,"
Martinich told thestory of a young
girl's dream oft)Ccoming aknight
and her realization of that dream
despite the many obstacles she
had to overcome.
Martinich stressed the importance of dreams for graduates,
quoting Carl Sandberg, "Nothing
happens without first a dream."
Martinich reminded the
graduates to be grateful to those
who helped them realize their
dreams.
"I have few regrets in my
life," said Martinich, "but one is
that I did not have the good sense
or humility to thank: many of the
people who helped me achieve
my dreams."

by Clint Zweifel

news editor
UM-St. Louis is making moves to
prevent a possible increase in crime on
campus because of the two Metrolink
stations at the university.
The changes are:
A proposal by Chancellor
BlancheTouhill to relocate the UM-S t
Louis police department to a portion of
the Blue Metal Office Building, the
building located closest to the North
Campus Metrolink Station.
Two flood lights have been
installed on the Blue Metal Office
Building to provide more lighting for
the North Campus Station.
Touhill has asked UM-St

Louis Police Chief John Pickens to
provide an increase in police visibility
at both North and South Campus stations.

Photo: Dave Floyd

Busy Metrolink stations, like the one pictured on North Campus, could be havens for crime, but the un iversrty
is proposing plans to prevent this.

UM-SL Louis police recently
purchased a small motorized vehicle
for parking lot and sidewalk patro1.

building-by-building basis.

Re-keying of campus building entrances will be completed by
Sept 15.

Cameras are being installed
at both the North and South Campus
stations to monitor platform activity.

Interior building re-keying

Since Metrolink does make the
campus more accessible, ChiefFickens

has been planned, and will begin on a

said the fear of more crime is areasonable concern.
"Anytime you increase accessibility, you increase the population,"
Pickens said "As the population increases, the potential for incidents increase. This will happen anytime you
have more people in a particular loca-

tion."
Pickens said he will assign officers
to cover the station platforms and parking lots during certain hours of the day.
Also, the officers' daily schedules will
take them past the Metrolink stops.
Linda Hancock, communications
official at Metrolink, dismissed the

notion that the rail system could cause
more crime on the UM-St. Louis
campus. She said itmay help to alleviate
crime.
She said city and county police
officers use, "a roving system of patrol.
You never know when a police officer
will step on a train or platform," said
Hancock.
She said there will also be security
guards patrolling park-and-ride lots,
such as the one on South Campus.
During the peak operating hours,
the number of officers and security is
increased.
"Usually an officer is responsible
for patrolling two or three stations,"
said Hancock. "But there is flexibility
to expand that zone. "
For example, she said during large
crowd events, such as a Cardinal
baseball game, more security can be
added to stations serving an increased
number of people.
Andy Masters, president ofthe UMSt Louis Student Government Association, said even with the preventive
measures, crime is still a concern for
him. Masters said he and a group of
friends rode Metrolinkdowntown, and
when they arrived back at the North
Campus station there was an empty lot
with no security guard present
"It is too early to tell how secmity
will be affected," Masters said.

Africim-Atnerican Images President Speaks To Help Black Youth
by Matt Forsythe
of The Current staff

"My name is Darryl. I am now 13
years of age. When I was born, my
grandmother was 27. Now, you figure
that out mathematically. I gave you the
age of my grandmother, now you can
figure out the age of my mother. I am
now 13-years-old and my mother has
not been to school to pick up my report
card once."
Darryl's words are in a scrpt develI

Photo: Dave Floyd

AWARD OF EXCELLENCE: (Ito r), Steven Woolf received an honorary
doctorate in fine arts at graduation August 8. Pictured with him is Joseph
Martini(;h, UM-St. Louis professor of operations management.

oped by JawanzaKunjufu,presidentof planning and healthier eating - things
African-American Images. Kunjufu he believes necessary to save the
presented the script at the June 12 Af- younger generation of blacks.
rican-American Youth Empowerment
William Oliver. a professor in the
Conference, hosted by the UM-St. criminology department of UM-St.
Louis Continuing Education-Exten- Louis, said the conference was the idea
sion, and held in the J .c.Penney of Simeon Williams.
Building.are used as an attempt to stop
Williams said his work at the local
black youth violence through education. juvenile court prompted him to orgaDarryl's words sum up the anger nize a conference geared to curbing the
Kunjufu believes the black youth of sky-rocketing deaths of young black
this country feel, but he uses them in an men and women due to gangs and
attempt to stop black youth violence.
drugs.
"You
"At the
can put an
time, I thought
alarm on
"At the time, I thought
that someone
you r
eeded to do
someone needed to
house, you
something for
do something for our
can put an
our
young
alarm on
people," Wilyoung people, "
your car,
liams said.
Simeon Williams
butI'm an"Basically, I
gry," said
thought these
Kunjufu.
conferences
''I'm angry at my mother, my grand- would bring different people who were
mother, my daddy I've never met, and doing things for young people together
I'm looking at you driving ill your to a common ground to help them out
I..exus, your Acura, and your BM',v. I live in North St Louis, and I have seen
You've got an MA, BA and Ph.D., some destructive behavior in our young
but I can equalize all your years of people."
education. I've got a .357 Magnum,
Williams joined wiLi Oliver [0 lead
and I don't care what happens to me the conference. Oliver helped by getafter I steal your car."
ting the university and other groups
In his speech, Kunjufu covered a involved.
wide range of topics, including family
The pair have held three conferences in the past two years. The first
was open to anyone interested in the
issue. A second session, held last fall,
was aimed at African-American high
school juniors and seniors. The third
was a spring session addressing the
parents and service providers.
nlis fourth conference, held June
12, at UM-St Louis included workshops set up by organizations around
the city.
"Our goal is primarily prevention

RESERV·E OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

Jawanza Kunjufu
of violence, increasing public awareness and allowing this conference to
serve as a catalyst for community groups
to follow through with long term program incentives,» Oliver said.
Ernestine Jones-Daniels, a teacher
at Bishop Healy Elementary School in
North St Louis County, said, "As a
teacher, I have a lot to take back to the
classroom with me. It opened my eyes
to where the children are coming from.
I've gota better understanding of what
they are encountering out in society."
Sponsors for the conference includedPublicPolicy Research Centers,
the Missouri Department of Minority
Health, Lincoln University Extension
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How often have you aeked yourself,
'How could I have ~ auch an obvious typo?"
Don't penalize)'OOOlell and yotX grades any Iongerl
Wrltl our services, It doe8n't

maner what the dowment is...

a reaearch paper, one-page C8II81UT111'18rY, resume, broctlLre, ..-sIetter. etc.
'WE WILL NEVER MISS A TYPO.'
(That's our word and our gl..l&r'Wllee!)
We are the Pr'OClfreadars' Proofreader.

MY DEGREE GOT ME THE
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB.
Things got pretty competitive for this
Army Rare that won them over.
job. I'm sure my college degree and good
You can begin to develop impressive
grades kept me in the running. But in .-",.".,.-.. leadership skills with an Army
the end it WCJ$ the leadership and rnanROTC elective. Register now without
agernent experience I got through
obligation.

ARMY ROTC
For details, contact Washington U. Army ROTC at:

935-5546

Call us Delay @ 314-383-0080 and SIlk about our UM-St. louis discounts.
Aernemt:Ia , wrlIIen Jrnpn.iIon8 81'8 aIrto la8Iing ~I

GET
·YOUR
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l'HE
CLOUDS

St . Charles Flying Service.

Inc

*FAA approved flighllraining
'St2le Board Approved
*Approved for VA and JTP A fiighllrainillg
'FAA designaled examiner on SLaff
*Charter Service (Part 13S)
• Aerial Advertising
'Fun service maintenance & line service
*Pilot Services
*Aircrnft Parts & Pilot supplies

*UN1COM 123.0
(314) 946-6066 3001 Airport Road 6330]

Ave's welcomes
UM-St. Louis students.
We're located at the comer of
Euclid and Laclede in the
Central West End.
We have a spacious outdoor •
patio and a cool, comfortable •
dining room/bar. OUf prices
are reasonable and we are
only 2 blocks away from the •
light rail stop in the Central
West End.
Try us out today.
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Code from page 4
depending on the severity of the infraction .
"All the code is really saying is to
be a good citizen," senate committee
chair member, Joseph Martinich said.
"We will not allow illegal copying to
go on like it has been in the past."
James Tierney, chairman of the
senate committee on computing, said,
"I am not aware of any problems in the
past, but the an ticipation was the reason for a code of rules to be installed."
But Seigal said, "A series of students tried to break into other students'

files. "That violation falls under "unauthorized access" and is now punishable
by the uni versity under the student
conduct code.
Seigal mentioned anotherprobJem.
"Students
were
sending
pornograhic material to others through
the computer mailing system," he said.
"It unfair to subject them to other
people's moral standards unnecessarily."
"In my opinion, such a code is
long overdue for the campus, "
Martinich said.

Riders from page 1
in with the North Campus stop, cutting really efficient for me," he said.
his usual parking expenses in half.
"A lot of people don't have transWilhite said he might even end up portation up here. If it wasn't for this, I
using the Metrolink socially.
would not have a ride up here," said
"I will be more inclined afteI work Kassmann. In the past, Kassmann said
to go downtown than I would nor- he had depended on rides from friends
mally," he said.
in order to attend his night classesMike Klosterman, a Florissant
Kassmann said the university could
resident, was pleasantly surprised with benefit by drawing in more studentS
who, like himself, have no other form
Metrolink.
"It is comfortable to ride," of transportation. Deborah Nelson, also
Klosterman said. "It's quick and it's a UM-St Louis student, resides in
kind of fun . It is more enjoyable than Jennings and works downtown. She
riding the bus.
also said it is an efficient form of
"About the only disappointment I transportation .
have is that I wish they would tie more
"It saves time," she said. "It is
of the bus lines in," he said. "I think economical, since I don't have to pay
they could probably tie more of them in for parking."
She also plans on using itfor social
and make it even more efficient than it
is now." Klosterman, who works occasions and shopping downtown.
"I would rather drive here and park
downtown , said he will use the
Metrolink for a week but will return to my car and go to St. Louis Centre or
using his regular bus routes since his Union Station for shopping," she said.
route is not ti ed with a station.
Dou g Hecker , a resi dent of
Klosterman said he is thinking about . Florissant, who works downtown, and
taking aclass at UM-St. Louis,and said has night classes at UM-St. Louis, said
if he does , he will use the Metrolink the Metrolink will serve him well.
freq uentl y.
Hecker said he will dri ve to the South
Man y of these new riders were Campus stop, and take the Metroli nk to
UM-SL Louis students. The Metrolink work and back to the university for
could be even more efficient for students classes.
who work along its path.
He said it is a welcome change.
Brad Kassmann resides in South
"I won 'thave to deal with freeways,
SL Louis , works in the Central West traffic or wea.thcr," he said.
End and takes night classes at UM-St.
Hecker relieves there are other UMLouis. Kassmann said he will be using St. Louis students who could take adthe Metrolink on a daily basis.
vantage of Metrolink.
"I go to the university, work right
"It will take word of mouth to getit
by Bames [Hospital] and live right by out though." he said. "If that happens it
the Grand station. So, that makes it will be a success."
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''Help US celebrate our 28th year in the skydMng business."

ARCHWAY SKYDIVING CENTRE

City Airport - Vandalia. IL
1-618-283-4978
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DOES NOT APPLY TO GROUP RATES

LSAT
MeAT
GMAT
GRE
If you Ire planning on taking
one of these tests, plan to take
Kaplan first. We know the
test-taking strategies and content that students
need to score much higher on standardized tests.
And we can teach them to you. .
For more information call 997-7791.

KAPL A N
The answer to the test question.

Proposed Campus Housing Causes
Concerns For Bel-Nor Residen ts
by Clint Zweifel
news editor

A proposal by UM-St. Louis to
build student housing on th e
university's South Campus has caused
concern for some residents of Eel-Nor.
The student apartments would be
located south of the 7800 block of
Natural Bridge. They would be managed by a private developer, who has
not yet been chosen. The proposal calls
for 11 buildings that will house 450 to
500 residents, with an emphasis on

juniors. seniors and graduate students.
Eventually, the apartments could house
1000 to 2000 people.
Not everyone in the area welcomes
this developmenL Mark Selvidge, a
Bel-Nor resident, said there may not
even be a need for student housing,
since DiVI-SL Louis is a commuter
school.
"I don't think they have studied the
housing situation enough," Selvidge
said. "I have not seen one study that
proves that student housing is needed."
Donald Driemeier, deputy to the

,

he said.
Selvidge said the design features of
the apartments are also important to the
residents of Bel-Nor.
The original plan proposed that the
apartments be buil t 12 feet from
Bellerive Drive. Some Bel-Nor residents voiced immediate opposition to
that proposal. UM-St Louis then revised the plans so the aparunents would
be built 250 feet from Eellerive Drive,
with buffers between the street and the
buildings.
'We need design features which
tend to contain the sight," Selvidge
said. "The flow of traffic needs to be
directed away from the neighborhood."
Driemeier said UM-SL Louis has
provided that in a revised proposal.
There will be no direct access to
Bellerive Drive, as in the original proposal. Instead, the university hopes to
obtain an easement from the St Louis
County Parks Department in order to
put a road through SL Vincents Park.
The road wouldconnectSouthCampus
with Pierre Laclede Honors College.
McFarland said, as a state entity,
the university does not need approval
from the Board of Curators to proceed
with construction of the apartments.
Selvidge said residents of Bel-Nor
still should have inpuL
"I feel there is a need to be sensitive
to the communities while developing
the campus," he said. "Those communities put the university in place."

University · Recognizes
Non-regular Professors

. ~-,

~ '-

'-

chancellor, said he di sagreed with
Selvidge.
"It will make us a more attractive
altemative for advanced undergraduate
and graduate work for a larger crosssection of people," he said_
Selvidge is concerned about the
maintenance and upkeep of the apartments, since they will be privately
owned. If the housing was universityowned, he said, there would be someone who could hear complaints. He
said it would be more difficullto do that
with a private developer, especially
one from outside the St Louis area.
"Where do the residents tum when
there are problems?" Selvidge asked.
Driemeier said he can understand
Selvidges' concern, but said there is no
reason to worry.
"Part of the criteria we will use [to
chose thedeveloperJ is to see how they
have maintained previous property,"
he said.
Joe McFarland, chairman of BelNor's board of trustees, said there is
another issue of concern. He is worried
that if there are not enough students to
fill the apartments, the developer may
tum the apartments into public housing.
"The university has not guaranteed
anyone in the community one thing
about this problem," McFarland said.
Driemeier said the possibility of
public housing should notbe a concern.
''The apartments will only house
mem bers of the campus community,"

-

""'"-,...,

by Matt Forsythe
of The Current staff

letters of recommendation of university officals.
Donald Driemeier, deputy to the
chancellor, noted many things Gotway
had accomplished during her 14 years
at UM-SL Louis.
"Dorothy GOLWay has been associated with the university on and off
since 1964," Driemeier said. "She has
~ very helpful in empowering SUI~ to SllIll10unt fears of mathematics. to help them understand that they
can do mathematic~ She just has a
genuine concern for the students as
human beings."

The UM-SL Louis Center for Academic Developmentadded two awards
to its trophy case this summer.
Two CAD faculty members were
recognized with honors from both the
UM-SL Louis campus and the University of Missouri system, which inPhoto: Dave Floyd
cludes 'campuses at Rolla; Columbia
FIRE EATER : "Joe" the juggler entertains the crowd with pins, and
and Kansas City.
.
breathing fire. "Joe" w as part of the festivities at M etrolink's Delmar
Dorothy Gotway, the Center's distation, during its grand opening July 31.
rector, wasawarcled the 1993 Academic
Non-Regular Award for Excellence.
Teaching these
Donald Mertz,
students how to be
CAD's senior
successful is a goal
lecturer, was
Gotway said she
awarded the "Dorothy Gotway has
shares with the rest
Burlington been associated with
of
the faculty at
Northern
the
university
since
CAD. Gatway was
Foundation
prepared to play this
Faculty 1964"
role when she arAchievement Don Driemeier
rived at UM-St.
Award.
Louis with a major
"It'sa very
623 North Skinker
in math from S t.
humbling exTHE STUD ENT/FACULTY
perience," Gotway said_ "I feel honored Teresa's College in Minnesota and a
that people think that I am doing a good masters degree in mathematics from
FURNITURE STORE
job, but I know that there are a lot of the University of Kansas at Lawrence.
others around me that are just as de- Except when she took time off from to
raise her family, Gotway has been a
serving."
Beds, Carpets, Chairs, Clothing Items,
full-time instructor.
Many
of
those
others
formed
a
Couches, Desks, Electronics, Jewelry, Kitchen Items
Ruth Person, the associate vice
crowd at the chancellor's residence
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR A HOME AWAY FROM HOME
May 4, to witness GOLWay receive the chancellor, chaired the committee that
award which includes a $1 ,000 grant. gave the award.
"Non-regular" refers to faculty holding
"(Gotway) is whatI would consider
non-tenured positions. A committee an outstanding campus citizen," Person
representing all majors, schools and said. "She really goes the extra mile for
departments took nominations of non- the student. She spends a lot of time
regulars, and evaluated the candidates wi th indi vidual students as well as wi th
on thme criteria: professional skills in classes of students, and you have to
10% off purchases over $10.00 with ad and student 10
teaching, service and research contri- understand that in context."
butions beyond assigned duties, and
Joining Gotwayas a honored faculty member is her colleague from
CAD, Dr. Donald Mertz.
The Burlington Northern award is
given to a full-time faculty member
who has demonstrated unusually significant achievement in teaching.
''I'm honored to receive it," Mertz
said. ''I'm somewhat embarrassed because there are many, many people
who deserve this award and I accept it
in their behalf,"
Mertz will receive an unrestricted
grant of $2,500 from the UM system as
:-::
part of the award.
,
.....
Mertz received his bachelor's and
.. : .
master's degrees in mathematics from
:.
Pittsburg State University in 1969 and
1973. He completed a doctoral degree
in philosophy at St Louis University in
1982. He has taught at UM-St Louis
since 1977 and recently has become
senior lecturer of mathematics in CAD.
Normandy Bank Customers, get your application at the facility in University Center or He also teaches in the Honors College
call us at 383-5555. H you have your account at another bank, your ATMcard can
Department of Mathematics and Philosophy . Chancellor Blanche Touhill
be used at the machine in University Center
summed up what his teaching comif it has a BankMate or Cirrus symbol on it.
mitment has meant to UM-St Louis.
"It is only through teachers like
7151 NATURAL BRIDGE '
Donald
Mertz, who can inspire students
383-5555
Member FDIC to higher goals, that we will be able to
ST. LOUIS, MO 63121
graduate students ready to face the
challenge of the future_" Touhill saict

863-2376

9:00-4:30 • tv'bn.-Sat.
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Uke RegUlating The Mississippi
by George F. Will
One hundred and thirty Julys ago
the president, referring to the Mississippi, said, "The father of waters again
goes unvexed to the sea." Lincoln was .
pleased, the occasion being the triumph of the siege of Vicksbillg by a
general from the Mississippi River town
of Galena, ill.: U.S. Grant
It would be nice if that willful
river-toady 16 miles wide on some
illinois and Missolll"i plains-would
be more vexed by human ingenuity.
But the big river, by riveting our attention on the unpredictable and uncontrollable sphere of life (which is
almost all of life), has some lessons for

the river town in which the national tragedies the river is causing, it is diffigoverrunent sits. Mother Nature along cult to suppress a secret exhilaration
the Mississippi and human nature along about the way the river casually shrugs
off the restraining hand of man. We
the Potomac are both misbehaving.
T Mississippi runs through need recurring reminders of how little
America's imagination. On it Huck mastery our species has---of itself, of
Finn found freedom by floating away events, of nature, of the president or the
from chafing facets of civilization. And future.
Regardingnature,atleast, we have
in 1901, in a house on a Mississippi
come
some way toward caution about
River bluff near Little Falls, Minn., a
boy was born whose early impulses for what we can know and do. Not long
solitary adventuring were indulged on ago seriouspeoplefeltthat manipulating
the great river-young Charles nature was a practical possibility. For
example, in his ''Eisenhower: The
Lindbergh in his canoe.
For a long time now people have President," Stephen AmbroSe recounts
been trying to tame the river. Today, a June 1957 meeting at Eisenhower
while deeply regretting the material held with three scientists concerning
damage and mourning the human peaceful uses of atomic energy.
Physicist Edward Teller, perhaps
hoping that Eisenhower's interest in
such uses might make Eisenhower
support additional atomic detonations
fortestpurposes, suggested the possible
use of atomic devices for altering the
flow
of rivers and even to modify the
jeans
weather by changing the dust content
POSters
of the air.
such technological hubris has a
jarring, even childlike, ring today. Who
nowadays would try to interest a
president in attempting to control the
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OVERFLOWING: This is a typical scene of a flooded community along the Missouri.
climate? Well, come to think about it,
the vice president might
By some strange law of the physics
of intellectual life, and intellectual excess in one direction is apt to produce a
comparable and opposite excess. So
today we hear much from people
(today's vice president, for example)
who believe that climate, and much of
the rest of the natural world, is highly
changeable, even fragile. They believe
that human behavior, unless controlled
by wise government, will have large
and lasting and deleterious consequences-global warming, or cooling,
or whatever. And they believe that
well-regulated societies can regulate
the planet's thermostat, and much else.
The technological bravado of the
19505 and the apocalyptic environmentalism of the 1990s are cousins. It
is difficult to decide which is potential

more harmful, and it is wrong to say
that they are really very different Both
assume that it is easy to discombobulate,
either consciously or carelessly, the
planet's often underestimated resiliency. In contrast, we consistently
overestimate the ability of our governance to subdue social events, which
always are at flood-tide. Consider two
current maners, one abroad, one domestic.
U.s. forces went to Somalia eil!ht
months ago for a few weeks-a few
months, at most- to facilitate food
disoibution. Now U.S. gunships have
used missiles and cannon to blast
something called "the command center" of someone identified as a "fugitive Somali warlord." A number of
Somali ci vilians were killed and
wounded , and an enraged Somali mob
killed four journalists who carne LO the

Bnd~ Rc.i.

scene to assess the damage. As our;
"nation-building" progresses, political ,
levees presumably will be built to
control the flow of such passions.
Meanwhile, back along the.
Potomac, some members of the gar- .
gantuan House-Senate conference on ,
the $500 billion five-year "deficit re- .
duction" package may actually have ·
$20 billion less in deficit reductions . .
Oh.
Still. itis awesome that these oeoole ,
have such mastery of economic projections and manipulations. They can
they say, anticipate the consequences
of their legislative decisions on hundreds of millions of people making
oillions of economic decisions over
five years. Hence, they know precisely
how much deficit reduction they are
enacting, down to the last $20 billion
over five years of $4 billion per year,
which is one-quarter of one percent of
annual gross domestic product
With such fine-tuning, they must
have that Mississippi of red ink tames.
Like the river.

Senior Curator
Dies In Plane
Crash
by Clint ZWeifel
news editor

FLOOD VICTIMS ! !

\
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The Asthma Center at Barnes
West County Hospital is
seeking individuals with
moderate asthma, ages 18-65,
to aid in asthma research.
Individuals will receive
physical exams, free
medication and compensation
for their time.
If you are interested please
contact 851-8508.
(If you are a woman of childbearing
potential you must be surgically sterilized
or have a reliable method of birth control.)

NEED ADDmONAL
ASSISTANCE ?
Contact The Financial Aid Office
553-5526

All Required Documents Must Be Received
By November 1st.
Finacial Aid Offi ce Hours:

Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Frida y
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

Tuesday

Alwyn Gentry, 48, senior curator
of the Missouri Botanical Gardens and
faculty member of the UM-St Louis'
International Center for Tropical
Ecology, died August 3 in aplane crash
in Ecuador that took five lives. UM-St
Louis graduate student Jacqueline
Goerck was one of three passengers
injured in the crash.
Goerck's fiance Theodore Parker
III, a field biologist at Louisiana State
University and Edwardo Aspiazau,
Nature Foundation ecologist, along
with two Ecuadorians, were also killed
The group was on a expedition,
searching for one of the few remaining
rainforests on the pacific coast of Ecuador, when the plane crashed into the
side of a mountain.
Gentry was a researcher at Missouri
Botanical Garden for 21 years and an
adjunctprofessorofBiology at UM-St.
Louis for 15 years.
He is survivorcd by his wife Rosa
Ortiz de Gentry, his son Darrell Gentry
and daughters Diane and Maria Liana
Gentry.

8:00 A.M. to 7:00 P.M .
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TEXTBO OKS AT
DISCOUNT PRICES
• NEW AND USED BOOKS AT DISCOUNT PRICES
large selection of quality used books.
Used books stocked when possible.
New books sold at a discount.
• COMPARE.PRICES
Check the prices at the University Bookstore then
shop at Steve's Off Campus Bookstore.
We guarantee the lowest prices

• FLEXIBLE REFUND POLICY
Steve's Off Campus Bookstore will give full refunds
the first two weeks of school. NO RECEIPT REQUIRED
if stickers are still on the books.
•YEAR ROUND BUY BACK
Steve's Off Campus Bookstore offers buy back all year round.
We will buy your books regardless of where you
purchased them.
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THE CURRENT

Unity and BeautyAre
Masters'- Top Goals

Who Is That Guy Anyway?

New Student Government
President To Act As Sound
Board For Student Problems
by Dana Cook
features editor

said.

The only thing the average student
on campus usually knows about the
student body president is what color
his or her campaign flyers were ...
maybe. Who is the president of the
Student Government Association
(SGA) and what does he do?
For the 93-94 academic year, senior Andy Masters was elected SGA
president Masters has a few ideas he
wants to try for this year (see related
article). Masters' biggest responsibility as SGA president is to act as a
sounding board for problems students
may encounter on campus.
"I would encourage any student to
ask our office about any non-academic
questions concerning the campus. If
anyone feels an issue needs to be addressed, wants any information on upcoming evenlS or is interested in any
one of our 82 groups on campus, they
should feel free to come in at anytime.
That's what we're here for," Masters

In addition to his SGA responsibilities, Masters enjoys other extracurricular activities. He is a member of
Sigma Tau Gamma fraternity, College
Republicans and has played intramural
football and basketball all four years of
his attendance at UM-St Louis.
"I think that's [intramural sports]
one of the best activities on campus and
people don 'tknow that much about it,"
Masters said.
With all his extracurricular activities and working on a double major in
political science andcommtmications,
Masters needs to keep up a tremendous
amount of energy. He has what many
people would consider a rather odd
way of getting started everyday.
"Many people drink one or two
cups of coffee to wake up and get them
Roing in the morning, but I blast to
Metallica or Led Zeppelin everyday
instead," Masters said. "The number
one thing that really puts a jolt in my
body is absolute rock 'n roll."

by Dana Cook
features editor
Unification and beautification are
two of the main projects the Student
Government Association will be
working on this year. President Andy
Masters will be putting in a lot of
energy to meet these goals.
For a long time, UM-S t Louis has
been known as a campus where students go to class, go to work, and go
Photo: Alfie Ali home. Masters' whole cause this year
is to try to change that
In addition to being the Student Government Association President, Andy
"He's going to try to incorporate
Masters is a member of three other campus organizations and plays more attendance in social functions,
intramural football and basketball.
participation in social functions, and
student organizations working together
High energy and competitiveness brothers telling "no-holds-barred" sto- to enhance the collegiate social life at
is what keeps Masters running at a fast ries about anything from ex -girlfriends UMSL," said Rick Blanton, associate
pace. But when it's time to relax he to politics. He attributes a lot of his director of the University Center.
enjoys playing basketball and golf.
success and quite a few of his abilities
Explaining the theme, "The Year
"It's funny that I say those things to his fraternity.
of Unity," Masters said a classic
are relaxing because those probably
"I was all thumbs when it came to problem on this campus is people not
put more stress on my heart pressure fixing something in the house," Mas- getting involved. He said there are no
than anything else, because I'm so ters said. "When I have a family, I can easy answers for this problem, and if
competitive. If I miss the game-win- actually say that I have learned simple there were, someone would have done
ning shot that I think I should have hit, stuff with a hammer, screwdriver and something about it 20 years ago.
boy, that wil! just botherme for weeks," drills from the fraternity house. I would
Masters said SGA has come up
Masters said. ''I've wrapped a few 9- be a complete idiot if it weren't for with a few ideas about how to incrl'ase
irons around trees on courses."
that," Masters said.
student involvement and activity on
Masters said he also enjoys
this campus. Each of these ideas alone
spending evenings with his fraternity
See ANDY, page 5 B may have a minimal impact, he said,
but put together they can have a significant impact.
According to Masters, agood place
to start is to instill in the minds of
freshmen the importance of getting
involved .
legal assistance clinic - which aided
by Rob Dames
"I gave a speech at freshman orithe Los Angeles poor - then took a job
associate features editor
entation about how important it is to
as an associate at a small firm in the
get involved and what that means,"
Larry Offner Jr.'s road in life has South Bay area. He opened his own
Masters said. "I said ,wehave82 groups
led him to The Current where on Aug. firm in1983.
on this campus and I guarantee there's
16 he became the staffs newest adviSince graduation, Offner had also
something for you," lvfasters said.
sor. His years of travel and experience been working as a reporter for two legal
The leadership retreat, Aug. 27should help improve the quality of the publications in Los Angeles. His pri29, is another place where Masters is
student-run paper.
mary duties included covering the U.S.
going to push his ideas. He invited one
Offner was born in St Louis, and and California Supreme Courts as well
per.lon from each stu em organizaattended Chaminade High School. He as the state and federal appeilatecourts.
tion. He said the single goal of the
worked hi way through St Louis UniIn 1991, Offner decided to improve
retreat is to fmd a way to make 'The
his journalistic skills, and entered
versity driving a truck.
Year ofUnityHwork.
In 1968,hejoinedthe11arineCorps, graduate school at the University of'
In another effort to increase stuand was commissioned a second lieu- Iowa. Upon completing his classroom
dent involvement, Masters is going to
tenant He served eight months as an work, he returned to Los Angeles to
place a logo that he has designed on tinfantry platoon and company com- work once again as a reporter and lawmander in Vietnam. In February 1970, yer.
He returned to St Louis to consult
he was med-cvaced to Japan. In July,
he was transferred to California, and for an old friend who wanted to expand
his employee-staffmg business into the
discharged about a year later.
While trying to decide what to do St Louis legal and desk-top publishing
with his life after Viet Nam, Offner markets. Just as he completed those
rode his motorcycle around the West two projeclS, he came across an ad in
"I rode my Norton 750 from San The St. Louis Post-Dispatch for The
Diego to Seattle then through Reno and Current advisor position.
Offner has some definite reasons
Las Vegas and do'WTI to the Grand
Canyon," Offner said. "While at the for choosing to advise The Current staff.
"From the '60s up until today, UMGrand Canyon, I decided to go to law
by Dana Cook
St.
Lows
had an image in my mind as a
school."
features editor
In January, 1972 , he returned to school for studenlS who work their way
San Diego, and managed a gas station. through school. They come to go to
While I sit amidst the destrucIn August, he began classes at South- school, get an education and geton with
tionan
all too familiar rotting stench
western University School of Law in it. I like those k.ind of studenlS; that's
fills
my
nose, and I have to wonder
Los Angeles. TheG.!. Bill paid mostof the kind of student I was," Offner said
Qr
who ticked off Mother
what
His respect for 1..Jlv!-S t. Louis stuhis tuition.
Nature
so
bad to cause this GodFollowing graduation in 1976, dents is shown in u1e amount of indeforsaken
flood.
Offner first worked in his law school's pendence he gives The Currem staff
I live out past Winfield, where
this flood thing started, and from
my house (which is fortunately on
a big hill) I can see the damage the
Mississippi River has caused. It
makes me realize just how helpless
people can become.
In town, I hear people cursing
The River, and what it has done.
But, I can't force myself to do that.
Be.cause, you see, I feel like I am a
daughter of The River.
The River is my lifeblood. It
flows through my veins. Both of
my grandfathers worked on The
River, just as my father does. It has
put food on many tables in my
family. Therefore, to curse it would
be cursing my own very existence.
I see The River as a distant
paternal figure that has shaped my
life. Because of it, I've had the
opportunity to live in different areas along its banks.
Growing up in New Orleans,1
.was warned to stay away from that
mighty force carrying the rest of
the country's waste.- The River
down there is seen more as a monstrous force, not as the recreational
avenue it is here in Missouri. In
N.O., one never sees people barbecuing on sandbars while watching
others ski and swim.
'the levee systems in N.O. are .
·s a tremendous compared to those

·Advisor Selected For Student Paper

shirts, lawn signs and flyers. The logo
pictures the number 82 (representing
the number of organizations on campus) exploding with group symbols,
such as Greek letters.
'This won't make 10,000 people
join an organization, but if we just
make an impact, I'll be happy," Masters said.
Campus beautification is another
goal Masters wants to achieve during
his administration. Although he hasn 't
got all of the details worked out yet,
Masters says his intention is to get
faculty departments and student organizations to sponsor a particular plot of
land on campus. They would put artwork or a statue there with a plaque
stating that it was a donation from that
particular group. Masters said it would
be good publicity for the group and
would make the campus look better as
well.
"It's going to take a lot of work
with the administration to get that going, but it's one of my big dreams,"
Masters said. "IfI can come back to the
campus 10 years later and see even one
statue standing there from under my
administration , I can say, 'You know, I
had something to do with that. ' "
It is going to take a lot of strength
on Masters' part to accomplish the
goals he has set for this year. Blanton
said he feels Masters has a number of
personal strengths to help him on his
way.
"I think Andy is a very gregarious
sort of person," Blanton said. "1 think
he meets others well. I think other
people fmd it easy to meet him and talk
with him about things. From an administrative standpoint, I really like
Andy because he's open to suggestions.
He'll sit down and talk about issues.
He's not demanding, buthe'spatiently
assertive in getting his point across and
I really appreciate the opportunity to
discuss tlrings before deds:ions ar
made."
Masters said he feels that by staying positive about things, he will have
a better chance of accomplishing what
he sets out to do.

See GOALS, page 5 B

River
Ramblings:

A Different View

The newly selected advisor for The Cur.'ent, Larrx. Offner, wl:1 help the
student-run newspaper with design and

copy editIng.

built here. It is even against the
law to drivG on the levees there.
Even with lbese barrier , a '
we have seen, attem pts 10 control
The River's temperament seem
futile.
It seems as if The River is
some kind of force tht takes and
gives whatever it choose without
question or concern. As it provides fertile ground for farming, it
can destroy many years worth of
work in such a short period of
time. People who never thought
The River could touch them saw
how fast it proved them wrong.
For a lot of people who lived
in the suburbs, the flood seemed
to be something thataffecled only
the rural areas of the state. But,
The River soon proved that geographyor social class didn't stand
in its way. I think a lot of people
thought the flood was something
affecting other people, but like
AIDS, The Riverisn 't prejudiced
about who· it affects. We saw this
when it decided to take over Chesterfield.
While The River took away
the lives of many people as they
knew it) it also gave the oppOrtunity for peeple to realize how important it is· to help others. It's
truly a shame that people realize
this only in times of a crisis•
.Sometimes, I think things like
natural disasters happen in order
to show man he doesn't run the
show like so many like to think.
The River shOWed man that he
alone is very small compared to
the natural order of things, but by
working together and caring about.
others he might be. able to make a
difference.
'
,
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-What Mother Nature Leaves Behind: The Receding Aocxi Of 1993
Photo page by
Alfie M. Ali
Photography Director

What Mother Nature gives, Mother Nature so often takes
away. Farmland ripe with crops, fields of green, any stretch of
ground near the swollen rivers were all left devastated by 1993's
Great Flood.
The net effect was enough to warrant a$6.3 billion flood relief
bill from Washington D.C. President Bill Clinton made himself
available to sign the bill while honoring flood workers, August
12, at Henry VIII Inn on Lindbergh Boulevard, St. Louis.
At far top-left, is a residence located on North Eatherton Road
in the Chesterfield Valley, a third of a mile west of the Spirit of
St Louis Airport. The photograph was taken Friday, August 20,
and reflects the water level and damage then.
Only part of the damage to V1e house and grounds
are shown. The driveway leading up to the
house, not shown, was covered with water, liIJ.d
large cracks in the tar and paving could be seen
clearly. The valley was flooded by water that broke
through levees on the Missouri River.
At top left, is the Go- Kart track on Highway
94, in Boschertown, Missouri. Under the mud is
what used to be the curving track of the facility.
It is apparent that much work will have to be
done before the circuit is ever used again. The
facility was affected by the overflow of the
Missouri, just north of the Blanchette Bridge.
The main photograph shows a group of damaged buildings on the Chesterfield Airport Road,
in the Chesterfield Valley, just north of the
Spirit of 5t. Louis Airport. The building looks
set to fold if its water-weakened foundations
collapse.
All the above effected areas, and areas affected
by the swollen River Des Peres, are still secured by
the National Guard and volunteers. Thesepersonnel
man road blocks and check-points throughout the
areas, allowing only local traffic to pass.
The Current extends it's best wishes to all those
stricken by the disaster. May your recovery be

swift.
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Blind Melon.Not Looking For Commercial Success
haven't lost focus on what got them to Young are reeking of that sincerity,"
their present point or what makes them Hoon said.
"I like to think that I am simple,"
happy on the inside.
Blind Melon is a simple band.
"The things that matter tQ me and explains Hoon. "I don't need a lot to
Shannon Hoon is a simple man. Com- the things that don't matter are still in make me smile. I want to have kids
mercial success is knocking at their the right line. The same things that I with my girlfriend. I want to move back
door and they aren't answering. They keep an arm's length away and the to where I am from and be with my
aren't answering because true success things that matter to me are within that family."
Hoon also likes to talk about other
came about a year and a half ago when arm's length. Regardless of what it is or
their debut album came out, and they whatever I am talking about, as long as things, such as the overwhelming poware only now just beginning to reap the things matter to the big picture,I keep ers that control our lives and how they
external rewards from their labor.
them within that arm's length. I think might accomplish more. After telling
AB the song "No Rain" climbs up of friends and family and communica- Hoon of my planned trip to Colorado,
the charts and their album quickly fol- tion as things that matter. Where we are we discussed their Amendment Two
lows, lead singer Shannon Hoon re- on the charts is kind of irrelevant"
on disallowing homosexuality and why
f'kx:ts on the things that make him happy,
Seeing Blind Melon live is what people deny others' basic rights of life.
as well as other issues that matter to they are about Hoon'shappy-go-Jucky
"It's really sad. It's like, why don't
him.
attitude and evident emotion get the we as mankind take a huge step backHoon and Blind Melon are now crowd in a frenzy. Hoon says he feels it wards. People who feel that this
dealing with success in a big way. is important to keep the shows small, amendment and belief is a good thing
Their five-dollar shows are selling out but that it is okay to play other places. make me realize that there are a lot of
and their album is doing well. They
''The only times that I like doing people who don't have a clue. It's the
were even asked by Neil Young to be big shows is when we are playing with scared conservative human being who
an opening band for several dates on someone like Soundgarden. I couldn't is afraid of change and stepping forhis summer tour. How does this affect have asked to be on a better tour than ward. We all wander into a dark tunnel
the band?
that because every night I enjoyed go- to fmda lightattheend,anditseemsas
"Tome,
I
know
who
to
hang
with,"
RIPENED SUCCESS: Shannon Hoon, Brad Smith, ChristopherThom, Glen Graham and Rogers Stevens are
ing out and watching them. And we are if a lot of the people in control stand at
explains Hoon. "And I mow who ' getting ready to do another swing with the end.looking into that tunnel. But if
Blind Melon
means something to me and what other them with Neil Young. For crying out they don't see the light at the end, then
people know is irrelevant because what loud, lets all get down on our knees and they'are too scared to take a step in and
Something means to me should be all worship the freaking gods together," see if there is alight They would rather
.
that matters. In music, I know who' I Hoon said.
be safe and not very correct in guiding
listen to and it doesn't matter who else
How did it feel to the band ill be people in the right direction. ,But who
likes them. It's the reason for liking asked by the godfather of music him- in the hell am I anyway?"
them that matters. Do people like us self, to open for him on tout?
WhatifHoon'sopiniondoescount
because
we
are
on
MrV
30
times
a
day
"All
Iknow
is
that
when
Neil
Young
and
he is right? How can anyone sit
by Stacy Kardasz
starrating
even
though
Alice
in
Chains
years.
They
spent
their
summt7
touring
.
or
do
they
like
us
because
they
get
hits
some
of
his
opening
chords,
I
am
and deny others the rights and
back
of The Current staff
and Primus were supposed to be listed withX,playing20showsandcomplet- something from the music that means going to tum soft and buckle at the liberty given to them in the rules of our
as the big acts of the show.
ing their tour in St. Louis. Their music something internal?"
knees. He's the real thing. It is impor- country?
It was a good summer for music
One less-publicized incidentrea1ly follows the garage-style sound ofbands
Despite
their
rising
popularity,
tant for bands to let the music do the
listeners in St. Louis. Despite some
gave me the feeling that the garagesuch
as
Pearl
Jam
and S1P, but they Blind Melon, and especially Hoon, talking, and Soundgarden and Neil
See MELON, page 5 8
perfonnances being cancelled due to
band-in-the-comer~lub style of mualso have a certain style I haven't witthe flooding, the city had its share of
sic, while being overshadowed by big nessed in anyone but small local pub
concerts. Altemative music listeners in
acts during the early ' 90s, has begun an bands such as The Choice and Burnt
particular had much to celebrate.
upward swing and has attracted a to- Nervends. !twas a refreshing change to
One strange phenomenon has benew audience.
tally
go to a show expecting to see a cocky by Eric PherIgo
musician, Crow grew up in St Louis,
come more and more evident While'
On July 22, the alternative band X bunch of mosh-pit wannabes jumping rTl.J sic critic
and
the city has had a lasting effect on
attending 15 concerts this summer, I
came
to
Mississippi
Nights.
I fully
around
the
stage,
and
then
finding
out
her
personality
and career.
began to notice that the opening acts at
Being a session musician is a tough
expected
to
show
up just in time to see
that,
not
only
did
this
band
have
real
"All
my
influences
are actuall y very
some of these events were drawing
job, but it gives one great experience.
X perform, intentionally missing the
talent,
but
success
didn't
seem
to
be
middle-American
and
very earthy
more attention than the headlining acts.
This is what singer Sheryl Crow, a St
opening
act,
a
band
called
DillonFence.
affecting
them
at
all.
American,"
Crow
said.
"I
listened to a
A perfect example of this was the,
Louis native, has done. Now she is
However, we bad to show up early to
Tired
as
they
were
from
their
20
lot
of
late
'60s,
early
'70s
rock. And I
F1aming Lips, Stone Temple Pilots and
claim our tickets, and I was forced to sit show tour, when I asked the guys of trying to become a soccessful musician think where I am from has everything
Butthole Surfers concert. Most of the
on her own songs. With the release this
people attending the concert were ex- and watch this band, which I had never Dillon Fence for an interview, they month of her debut album, "Tuesday to do with the way I write and what I
wt7e more than eager to answer my
write about I think that, when you
pecting Stone Temple Pilots to be the heard of. They put on - by far - the
Night Music Oub," on A&Mrecords,
best show that I had seen all summer.
questions.
I highly recommend their
move
to L.A, it is very easy to lose
headlining act, yet the Butthole Surfers
Crow is turning her sights on bigger
Dillon Fence is made up of four
new
album,
"Outside
In," for anyone
your
identity,
and as soon as the record
were the final band of the show. Many
aspirations.
guys
from
Chapel
Hill, N.C. They
who
is
looking
for
a
new
sound with an
was
finished,
I knew that I had to go
concert-goers left feeling cheated when
With her roots planted firmly in
started five years ago and are well on
old
idea
-that
of
just
being
able
to
play
back
home
and
get reaclimated to my
the Butthole Surfers came on. Even at
Midwestern culture, Crow is assemtheir
way
to
becoming
one
of
the
bigmusic
and
have
a
good
time.
natural
surroundings."
Lollapalooza, fans gave Tool a fivebling a band that will take her loose,
ger "opening acts" of the next few
Crow had been participating in a
groovy music to all comers of the counyear ofjam sessions with artists such as
try. I recently spoke to Crow about her
Dan Baerwald, Kevin Gilbert, Dan
roots, how the album originated and
Sheryl Crow
Schwanz, David Ricketts and Brian
where she would like to take her solo
Macleod. This is where ''Tuesday Night When everyone liked the songs created
career.
Music Club" was born.
during these sessions, she just decided
As a seesion musician, Crow has
"Back in November," said Crow, to do the whole record that way.
had the privilsge of playing with leg"About half of it is done in that
endary artists sUch as George Harrison, "the man who produced my record,
Joe Cocker, Stevie Wonder, Rod Bill Bottrell, got together a bWlfn of style, in meeting and jamming and
Stewart, Michael Jackson, Don Henl«y ·-artists and we jUSJ: started meeting. out creatjIlg, and the other half,. Bill and I
for it This is not as difficult as it may possible. At the more ]ax clubs you
there on Tuesday nights and started wrote." Consequently, Crow decided
and Foreigner. Her songs have been
seem. The hardest part is finding some- can pull this off, but all it takes to
playing
and writing songs."
by Stacy Kardasz
to I$Ile the album after these Tuesday
covered by sricp perfonners as Eric
one brave enough to lend you their decipher the change is a flashlight
At
that
tirile,. Crow had a record nightjarn sessions.
of The Current Staff
Clapton
and
Wynonna
Judd.
Before
driver's license. In rare cases, you may placed under the ill. Another form
deal and was looking for a producer.
moving to L.A to become a studio
be
able to actually purchase the ID of the alteration idea is to go to the
See CROW, page 5 B
Okay, it's your first year ata new
school. You've finally reached that from the person, but I don '1 recommend license bureau and pay for a new
point in your life where you really are giving them any lOOney until you have license. You then altel' the paper
feeling grown up. Your friends have tried out the ID. As long as the picture license to suit your needs. 'These are
all packed up and moved to out-of- on the ID has a shade of hair color usually valid for sixty days after they
town schools, and here you are, stuck anywhere close to yours, and the age is have been issued, and cost anywhere
at UMSL. So, what are you going to within two to 15 years of your actual from $9 to $15. I have a friend who
do for agoOd time? You could join a age, you should have no trouble getting used this form ofID to get in bars for
Greek OIgaIlization, but you don't in. One time, I used a girl' s license who the entire year before he turned
have the cash. Or maybe it's just not outweighed me by about 60 pounds. I twenty-one. However, paper identiyour style. You' ve grown out of the got in the bar, but! couldn't help but be fication is not accepted at many of
parties at your old high school, and depressed that I had passed for it! An- the bars in the area, so I do not
you're too young to get into bars ... or otht7 time, I borrowed a friend's ID recommend this unless you are reDiRECTI ONS: 111" (ollow ing are descripritll1s d im;1gl" (wll1early />.1T\ ' , ·idtY" . N,m1t' rhe ,;c)l1g and 3 r [[S~ fll[ whi ch r he~
are you? Enter the wocld of the fake whose height was listed at 5'10," her ally hurting for an ID. Star rating:
ooe
and a half.
lInf()r~etti,hl l' in1<1ges wert.:' fo rever cClpt urcJ l ll1 \,idt'u .
eyes
were
blue,
and
she
had
light
brown
ID
In addition to the forms of idenI'm not tailing about your 19- hair . I am at the lofty height of five-foot
1, Wtlmal1 falls it'r ,111 anl11"ltc,1 f<l(L'(,1[ d ri\'er
tification
listed above, there are a
year-old sister' s ID, that you use to four-inches, and have very dark. hair
2, Ft' lsry y"u n ~ singt'f dchc, l:'lp'n Lllll :\Ih"no, and dance,
get into Stages, but a real, bonafide, and dark eyes. However, with a little few other options that, when used
in the strel'( wirh Str8ngc r~
passable driver's license, or state ID selfconfidence, the good sense to stand with the right arnOlmtofpersuasion, .
3, When the singer "';llb, rhl' ,idl'Willk lights up
can land a spot in the bar. One is to
00 my tiptoes and a pleading look: at the
card. A good fake ID can make the
4. Five showgirl w~llt'rskill'r:-. Wil\T In ri ll' canH:ra
difference between sitting home on bouncer, I was let in. You need to make use a friend's birth certificate, but
you
have
to have a picture ill to
sure
you
know
all
of
the
information
). D n1ppeLi Cig:l f ashl'~ l.1eci,je :1 ponl g:Hl1l'
the weekends while all of your "of
(), )l.tlrti,m knL>(king "11 J, h ,r " je wel l rhrou~h '1 ,pl'erh "k
age" friends are out at the bars, or listed on the license, such as the social match the name. If you can get aci . T eenager enters ;lIn tl :,eml'['H p:lrk ridL'; cxir:-; a::; n id Il1Rn
being able to join in the fun . The fake security number and birthdate. Also, it ~ to this, it may wOlk out, but
ID opened an entire new world for helps to know little facts, like what sign don't count your chickens before
~, Singer ':-- I ~CL' I, p rcl)cLrt'd cll1!" '( Illn"lf1g highway
me, and if you can get a good one, it your ID was born under and what year they're hatched. There was only one
9, Smgn pur> ftng tln '1 h ri de' 's linger; draws biOc)cl
you graduated high school. That last time that I was turned away from a
can do the same for you.
]0 . Pa ulina Pl)rizL.)\:a :-, i t~ in <l chair i1nJ erie:'
one
stumped me up once, and I ended bar with this type of ID. I very
There are three types of fake IDs.
11.
Sin ger, dre ssl,J ;h ;l fe rl'lff e f. intcf\"ic\v.s ~ su icio;d \\'O nl~ln
The best kind' is one that has your up paying for it by sitting in theall-ages carefully crafted a story that I had
on a huilding ledge'
picture, but someone else's informa- section of Mississippi Nights. Depend- been arrested for indecent exposure
after
running through the projects
ing
on
the
likeness
between
you
and
the
12.
S inger's ('Kl' inmlcally slIpe' f1mpo'l'd " n (lee of ruhor
tiori. These are usually obtained by
and
that
the
police
had
kept
topless,
picture,
I
rate
this
type
of
ID
between
I
)
,
El nste in-i"<1 k-,dih' pL1YS a "io lm
t3kmg a friend's'social security card
my ID. I even went so far &'l to
14, C ross-e yed w"rn,m ,h"o,' hlTr C UI c)ur elf c"",b,,),\ hand
and birth certificate, and registering two and three stars.
The last type of actual ID involves produce the business card of the offor a licenSe. I rate this type three and
I ), Md ro n Rl'rk appl',n, in cIr:lg
the
alteration
of your own driVt7'S li- ficer who had allegedly arrested me.
a half out of four stars. It' s not quite as
Ih , A n 'trma,l illo run, 111 In1111 .,I:1n ,)il well
good as actually being 21, but it's as cense. This is most often done using Needless to say, my efforts failed.,
17, R o b<1tic ,urn s bps lll:lllneq uin's he'll] into a tab le
black and white colored pencils. You and I was turned away. I would like
close as you caR get
l
il, Sin~ in g hl'a d e m e rge', ( r;l111 :1 p el r ',( b"ke d h L'an,
The second type of fake ill is simply change the year by whiting out to give an extra special thanks to the
19, Scanr il)' ( la d \\,(ltn,lt) IC'l'rlc, ,U nh ) "Testler
when you use someone else's driver's the part of the numba' that you need to Links Oub for screwing thatevening
up
f<X'
me!
change,
then
fill
in
the
area,
using
as
20,
Me die \' al d',1['leters , in c lud ing <1 mid get. d ance ,1[clLlf1d
license that bears a close enough remuch
of
the
original
number
lines
as
,)
maypole
See Illegal, page 5 B
semblance ro you that you could pass
by Eric Pherigo
music critic

Opening Acts Were Better Than
Headliners At Summer Concerts

Local Musician Produces Debut Album

Being A Minor Shouldn't
Hinder College Partying
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Getting Wet

.... 1

On The 4th
On Independence Day, 1993 ,
skiers dominated thecurrentsofLake
SL Louis. Hundreds flooded the lake's
shores to watch the ski show and a
firework display later that nighl More
than three hundred skiers pulled by
dozen s of watercrafts passed by the
shores that day. Clowns performed
for the kids, adding much laughter to
the already festive day .
Left: One of the many couples seen

perfonning synchronized tricks to
music from the shore.
Right: For the grand finale, these ten
skiers formed a three-tier pyramid in
front of the admiring crowds. They
held this pyramid formation on the
waves of the lake until the applause
died down, only to be applauded
again after dismounting.

Native Americans Back
Again To Instill Culture
On Ca m p us
Photo page by Dave Floyd

(left and top right):
American Indi?". ~ celebrated
the annual Three River's PowWow on The u.tvl-St. Louis
South Campus. This year's
event was held June 12 and
featured Native American singing, dancing and foods.

Playing With
Fire:
(right): .
Joe The Juggler balances a fire
torch on his chin. He later extinguished it with rus mouth. Joe
was one of many participants
and entertainers in the
Metrolink's Opening Day Celebrations, July 31, St. Louis
Metrolink Delmar Station.

. •....................................... ........... ..................................................... .
~

~

:TUITION*STUDENT
LOAN PAYMENTS *PARKING TICKETS:•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

USE THE NEW DROP BOX AT THE CASHIER'S OFFICE
To use the box, simply place your check or credit card number and expiration.date (no cash please) along with your student number and explanation of
payment in the envelopes provided and drop them in the box.
May be used to make any type of payment including tuition, student loan payments ~nd parking tickets.

BOX IS ACCESSIBLE:
MONDAY-THURSDAY 7 AM-8:30 PM
FRIDAY 7 AM-6 PM
Master Card, Visa, and Discover are acceptable
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CROW, from page 3 B
The best thing about about "Tuesday Night Music Club" is how itsounds.
It's raw , but doesn't sound like a demo
project. For an adult-alternative format, this album offers a refreshing injection to usual beat-heavy music that
comes from the thirtysomething generation.
"The novelty of how this record
was made is that people don't make
records like this anymore. My favorite
thing about this album is how it was
recorded. l' ve always wanted to record
this way and I was really lucky to work
with Bill."
To back her on tour, Crow chose
only St Louis artists, and she is presently .doing some live shows around
town.

ANDY, from page 1 B

GOALS, from page 1 B

The 1989 Parkway North graduate
hasn't got his future lined out yet, but
he knows he wants to do something
that will have an impact on the lives of
people. His career interests lie in politics, public relations and event planning, and his future job will have to be
fast-paced and exciting,
"I think a nine-ta-five job would
bore me," Masters said. "I want to do
something where I'm running around,
maybe traveling. That'd be great."
Mter his intended graduation next
summer, Masters plans to search the
job market and possibly look into
graduate school, but he becomes bewildered when asked about his future.
'Tve worked really hard to put myself
in a position to be successful som".day,
and I'm sitting here almost ready to
graduate and don'tknow what the heck
I want to do," Masters said.
Although Masters is a Republican,
he considers John F. Kennedy to be one
of"the greatestleaders of this century."
He has a framed poster of Kennedy on
his office wall, just beside the poster of
his other hero, Michael Jordan .
Watching Masters, one can see how
much pent-up energy this guy has. He
swings back and forth in his chair incessantl y and keeps a chart in his office
that he jumps up and scribbles on
whenever an idea pops into his head.
But he sees it a little differently.
"On paper it looks like I'm a real
go-gettex and completely energetic, but
it's funny how much I'd treasure just to
be able to sit at home one night and
watch a baseball game and fall asleep,"
Masters said.

"Instead of fighting with administration, I want to be concerned with the
things they are concerned about so that
we can collaborate and do something
posi~ve about problems that arise,"
Masters said.

"1 think hers really
dedicated to doing
something to leave
SGA a .better place
than where he

found it."
-Rick Blanton
Associate Director
University Center
Blanton said he feels Masters' zeal
will be a benefit for students this year.
"He's a bundle of energy; sometimes I think his main spring is wound
too tight because he seems like a pinball bouncing off the wall. When he's
really hot on an issue, he can't sit still
and he's throwing out ideas. I think if
we can harness that energy, the student
population will be in for a real pleasant
year with his tenure in office, because
I think he's really dedicated to doing
something to leave SGA a better place
than where he found it," Blanton said.

CBE,C:·X O~ U' T'
Y'OUR.: NEX,T'
C~~.,t.:.. :1"1::~

CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ ANSWERS
l. "Take On Me: ' bra-ha

2. "C'Ms JlN Wanna ]-l;l\'e Fun." orC)nd.i l.3urer
J. "BIllle Jean ," by !>hchael Jackson
4. "Vaca ti on," by The GoGos
5. "Bad tl1 the Bone," hy George Thon>good
6. "Wh" Can It Be N owr' by Men At Work
7. "She's a Be~ U[Y ," by The T ures
8 "Bumin' C\.)Wf\ the HtXR." hyTaIking Head;

·I:::!); ·

9 "Whl te Weddmg." by Billy Idol
10. "Drive," by [he Ca rs
11 "Change," by John Waite

IN
BEAUTIFUL
VILLAGE OF BEL NOR

OPEN SUNDAY AUGUST 29th
OPEN 2-4

2928 DELAVAN

4 BED 2 BATH 11(2 STORY MAlNf. FREE BRICK W(2 CAR GARAGE. PROF REFIN HARDWOOD
FLOORS, SHARP! NEWER CARPET, PAlNT&PAPER, FENCED.
$98.900
994-8764
HOLLY McKEEVER
GUNDAKER BH&G
298-5200
OPEN 2-4

8424 ARDSLEY

TIDS EXCEPTIONAL 3 BEDROON1.5 BATH BRICK HOME IN BEL NOR HAS MANY UPD,\ IES
INCLUDING CONTEMPORARY DECOR AND A PARK-LIKE SEmNG
$97.850
KAREN MALLElTE
994-8085
GUNDAKER BH&G
831-7600
OPENI-4

3035 NORDIC

6 RMS 3BD, WDBURN FPLC. NEW CARPET LR, DRSHAll, NEW KIT FLOOR&A/C , 1 CAR SIDE
ENTRY GARAGE PLUS XTRAPA. GREAT PARK-LIKE YARD , 20X'15 SCR PORCH
$79.950
AUSSIE ROBINSON
GUNDAKER BH&G
921-7600
OPEN 1-4

8436 ROANOKE

MOTIVAlED SEILER! GREAT OPPURTUNITYl4BR 2BA UPDATED KITCHEN. MASTER BEDROON
WITH SITTING ROOM. LEVEL DOUBLE LOT. BRICK TRlM PATIO.
$104,900
SID WASSERMAN. GRI
424-2400
COLDWELLBANKER

434-8700

2859 WAKONDA
OPEN 2-4
3+BED 1.5 BAlli, ALLL LARGE ROOMS, fRESHLY PAINTED, UPDATED KITCHEN, BEAUTIFUL
WOODWORK. 1.5 STORY MAINT FREE. ENCLOSED PORCH. 2CAR GAR,
$104,900
PAT METZ
994-8114
GUNDAKER BH&Q
298-5200

SPONSORED BY: COLDWELL
BANKER & GUNDAKER BH&G

12 . "Mr. Roboto, " hy Styx
13. "She Blinded Me W,th Science," by
Thomas Dolby
14. "\X'b ip It," by OEVO
15 . "Round and Round," hy Ran
16. "Rock the Cashah," bv The Clash
17 "Rocklt ," by Herbie Hancock
18. "Mexican Radio," by Wall of Voodoo
19 "Glfls on Film," by Duran Du ran
20. 'The Safety Dance," by Men Without
Hat];

It's A J ungle Out There!
Get on Target and RegisterNow !
Seniors-The Job Hunt Begins Now!
·On Campus Recruiting Begins in September
• Career Library ·Resume &Interviewing Workshops
• Current Job Listings • "Careers On-Line"

Sophomores & Juniors- Co-op & Internships
• Paid po sifi:o ns related to degree while in school

Career Placement Services
;1308 Woods Hall
(~II
~~~
_F-~

553-5111

Hours: 8 a.m. - 7 p .m., M T
8 a.m. - 5 p.m., WTh F

MELON, from page 3 B
"They should just throwaway
the Constitution because if you apply
it to what is going on today, there are
so many holes in it. I believe that we
are slowly falling aparL We can be a
crusader for the cause, whatever it is,
but we are slowly smashed by the
conservative," Hoon said.
Don't get Hoon or Blind Melon
confused with this resurrection of
flower power. They care about life
and they are angry at its atrocities.
"I'm not this peace, hippy -loving
person. It's not like, 'lets hold hands
everybody and throw daisies in the
air.' I get angry. but I try to get
constructive with it. I feel like, all
right this world is messed up, but my
world doesn't have to be. I know how
I feel about certain issues and peopJe
and things and places and if everybody would just worry about what
they believe then maybe that would
be the way that everything would
come together. You know when you
are right, and you know when you are
wrong, and you know that looking .
down on a homosexual is morally
wrong. What you do with it is all you :
can do with it. So this individual :
looks down on homosexuals. I know :
inside his head and heart he knows
that he is wrong and sometimes you :
have to let him wallow in his own :
pity. There is so much talk and so :
little action. Maybe if people didn't :
make things an issue then people's
defenses on how they believe
wouldn't be flaring up. It's all about .
conservative control. I believe
Clinton started out with a lot of ideas .
that were cool, bu t in all honesty, if
he would rock the boat too much,
someone would probably kill him
like they did to John F. Kennedy . .
Until a new generation takes control, :
which is slowly happening, things ·
will not change," Hoon said.
"
How did Hoon, now 2S years old,
come to this self-realization as a
person and his place in society?
Where did life take a big tum for
Hoon and his self-integrity?
"In high school," reminisces
Hoon, "I spent a lot of time trying to
be accepted by the popular crowd. I
know that when I look back at my
fIrst 17 years of life, I remember
what was important to me then was
being accepted by my community,
my parents and that clique. When I
was 17 it was like, 'Screw all that!'
I shut all that off and pushed everything aside and I came to the selfrealization inside that running with
the popular kids in school wasn't that
important. I realized that I had been
living my life for what my parents
wanted me to be. I sat in a room by
myself and said, 'What is important
to me?, What is going to make me
happy?' Then I looked at the big
picture and thought, 'Will it matter
ten years down the road? In five
years, will being on tAe Billboard
chart matter? No. '"
Roon and Blind Melon don ' t want
to be regarded as role models or as a
band that is bigger than life. The only
thing that makes them stand above
the crowd is "wood" - the stages on
which they perform. Hoon states that
he "looks with people, not at them."
If everyone could look at life
through their own hearts and not rosecolored glasses, there might be a lot
better decision making. But until each
individual goes through that personal
revolution that Hoon and the rest of
the band has gone through, life will
continue in its present circle. The
members of Blind Melon worry about
themsel ves and let their actions speak
for them, rather than try to preach
with their mouths. On Sept. 17 Blind
Melon will be back in town, opening
for Lenny Kravitz.

WHY RENT AN APARTMENT?
When spacious remodeled duplexes are now
available bordering the northeast UMSL campus!
• 2 and 3 Bedroom Duplexes
• Beautifu I Hardwood Floors
• Large Finished Basement
• Mini Blinds
• Stove & Refrigerator
• Washer/Dryer Hookups

·Large Storage Area .
·011 Street Area
·Yard Space
-Cable TV Available

Faculty And Students
Call For Special Price
ALLIANCE GROUP
522-8954

ENJOY TWICE THE SPACE AND TRULY WALK TO UMSL

IN CONJUNCTION WITI-I
THE CHANCELLOR'S
8TH ANNUAL PICNIC
THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM
BOARD PRESENTS EXPO '93

-WEAR YOUR CRIMSON
& GOLD ....

TO SHOW
SCHOOL SPIRIT AND
• GET MORE

We fc ome

Hungry?
Then it's time for a trip to ...

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
••
................................ ~•

'Bac/(

Students

er ro
L---,

We fc ome
Incoming
:freshmen

•••••••••••••••••••••••••

••
••
•
••
•
•
•

•
••
•

•
•
•

•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

%e campus cafeteria
{ocatecf in tfie {ower {ever of
runiversity Center
invites you to join. them for
a fitte cfining e;rperience
(or just for something to grab andgo)
Grab a Pizza
Rlways Ruailable

.---------'

TACO

'BELL~)

~

Grab a Taco
Always Ruailable

Open Mon-lhurs 1:30 am-1 pm O'Fri 7:30 am-2 pm

POR'Il>
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Women's Basketball Coach Resigns,
Morse Leaves For UM-Kansas City
Speak
No Evil

by Cory Schroeder
sports editm

champion for Region 24 during the '88-'89 season.
"I came out of the junior college program hoping to set the world
on fire, but there were constraints in the athletic department," Morse
said. "I lost my confidence."
Morse refused to comment on what those constraints were, but
Meckfessel offered his opinion.
''There are two constraints she was probably refening to,"
Meckfessel said. " The first being academic requirements that are
higher than most institutions. Other schools allow anyone with a
high school diploma to acquire an athletic scholarship. With the
requirements so high, the talent pool was much smaller. Secondly,
women's basketball has been historically under-funded. She only
had a handful of scholarships to work with."
A search committee has been formed to find a new coach. It met
on Aug. 17, to narrow the list of candidates. The committee consists
of players Nancy Hesemann and Rhonda Patter; Meckfessel; Denise
Silvester, assistant athletic director; Dr. Tom Snell, faculty
representative to the NCAA; and Dr. Katherine Haywood, chair of
the athletic comrriittee.
"It's a long process," Snell said. "We have many qualified
candidates from big programs like Indiana University."
The duties of the women's basketball coach will also include
acting as academic coordinator, advising and assisting athletes with
their class scheduling.
"We can't have full-time coaches any more," said Meckfessel.
"The budget is too strained to afford that lUXury."

UM-S t. Louis women's basketball coach Bobbi Morse announced
her resignation on June 24,1993.
Herresignation came as a shock to many of her players, who Morse
called individually to explain her plans for leaving.
"We knew she had been looking for another position, but it was still
agreat surprise," said senior Nancy Hesemann, who played here three
previous years under Morse.
Morse has accepted a position as an assistant women's basketball
coach with the University ofMissouri at Kansas City. Her primary duty
will be to recruit incoming players.
"Morse has a reputation as an outstanding recruiter among her
peers," said UM-Kansas City Athletic Director Lee Hunt.
For four seasons, Morse served as head coach with records of9-18
in '89-'90, 13-14 in '90-'91, 10-18 in '91-'92, and 9-16 in '92-'93.
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor
Despite not having a winning season, the athletic department said
Morse was under no pressure to resign.
The giant cloud that has loomed .
"She was asked to come back for the next season," Athletic
over the women's basketball program
Director Rick Meckfessel said "She worked well with what she had
for the past four years has dispersed.
to work with, but I was not happy with the win-loss record."
Bobbi Morse, head coach, resigned
An Indiana native, Morse headed the women's basketball program
June 24 and there is new hope among
at Kaskaskia Community College in Centralia, Ill., before coming to
the basketball masses.
UM-St. Louis. She guided Kaskaskia to two sectional championships
In the four seasons Bobbi Morse
and
posted a career mark of 71-25. Kaskaskia was the runner up to the
served as head coach of the UM-Sr.
Louis women's basketball team, they
. never achieved a winning record. In
Morse's first season as head coach, the
team compiled a dismal 9-18 record
despite having Monica Steinhoff, who
setaschool record of 660 points. Morse
inherited a team that also boasted alltime rebound leader Tammy Putnam
and all-time assist and steals leader by Pete Dicrispino
Lisa Houska. Morse had the three best associate sports edrtor
players in UM-St. Louis history but
couldn't break the double digi ts in wins.
Last spring, the UM-St. Louis
Why was a winning season so elu- baseball team had one of the most
sive? The rookie coach theory can be successful seasons in school history.
dismissed because Morse was still un- They finished with a record of 31-11,
able to break the .500 barrier the next
and earned a trip to the WorId Series for
season with virtually the same squad.
the first time in 16 years. And even
Her predecessor had led virtually the
same squad toa 16-11 record theprevi- though they couldn't bring home a
championship, they were the talk ofSt.
ous year.
Louis.
"She wa~ a g.ood practice coach~
"Our goal from day one was to get
but some of the decisions she made
during the game were questionable," to the World Series," Rivermen coach
Jim Brady said.
said former forward Liz Squibb.
Getting to the World Series wasn't
Anyone can run scrimmages and
lead the team in stretchin g drills, but the problem-playing in the World
when it comes 10 games, decision mak- Series was. The Rivermen had a chance
Pholo:Alfie M. Ali
ing is vital. If Morse's actions were to win both of the games at the Chamquestioned by Squibb, who lead the pionship in Montgomery, Ala., but they UM-St. Louis centerfielder Donnie Jolliff takes aim at a prtch last spring
Riverwomen in scoring and rebound- fell apart.
had another chance to win when they spend the next ten years trying to beat
ing last season, then something was not
In the first game, the Rivermen had where tied 4-4 in the sixth with Adelphi, us."
clicking with coach and team.
a 4-D lead against Cal Poly, but the only to see it slip away as they lost 6-4.
The Rivermen elected to play Em"She (Coach Morse) never listened
defense was left back in SL Louis. The
"We got a taste. We now think that poria on their home field instead of at
to her assistant coach," Squibb said.
team committed five errors, blowing we do belong and that we do have a shot home. "I wanted to bring our team
This can be proven beyond a doubt.
the
lead and evenrually losing 5-4.
to win this thing," Brady said.
down there so they could be away from
I sat behind the bench six times this past
"Instead
of
playing
to
win,
I
think
though
it
ended
on
a
sour
all the distractions up here," Brady
Even
season, and witnessed Morse constant! y
we
were
playing
not
to
lose,"
Brady
·
's
season
was
full
of
note,
the
Rivermen
"I wanted them to be focused and
said.
shoot down assistant coach Victor Jorsaid.
great
achievements.
get
the
job done."
dan when he offered his opinion. What
RlUlZi
pitched
well
Pitcher
Andy
The
team
did
win
their
region
to
The
last time the team played
is the point of having an assistant coach
when his only role is whipping boy? against Cal Poly ,pitching into the eighth advance to the World Series, which Emporia, UM-St. Louis was hosting
Jordan sought employment elsewhere, while allowing only three earned nms. was no easy task. The region win was the M1AA tournament and the team
and is serving as a high school basket- Reliever Greg Shepherd, who had a ever-so-sweet, as it came against Em- was busier getting the tournament read y
ball coach.
school record 11 saves, couldn't hold poria State. Emporia earlier in the
Morse's sideline demeanor also left the lead this time and suffered the loss. season won the Mid-America InterSee Baseball, page 2C
much to be desired.
"I think we were just satisfied with collegiate Athletics Association Tour "She expressed herself by con- being there," outfielder Jeff Eye said. nament at UM-SL Louis, forcing the
stantly yelling," said senior Nancy "We were overwhelmed with being Rivermen to win the regionals or go
Hesemann. "She offered no encour- there instead of going out and playing home.
agement."
"Emporia and their coach have a
hard."
A5aspectatDratmanyRiverwo~
In the second game mistakes again lack of respect for our team," Brady
home games, I noticed how shocked
many fans were at the yelling and ag- plagued the Rivermen as they made said. "So we gave them a heaping helpgression Morse seemed to fan-off on . one error, had two nmners picked off, ing of hwnble pie and I hope their
her players. Many coaches have been and lost another one at the plate. They coach is still gagging on it. They will

Morse's
Resignation
ABlessing

Baseball Team Blazes Into World
Series, Ousted In Two Games

Bobbi Morse

UMSL Sports Notebook
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor

Former Rivermen Drafted By National Professional
Soccer League Teams.
CraigFre-derking, who holds the ID1-SLLouis recorci, for most points
and goals scored, was drafted by Wichita in the second round and later
traded to the SL Louis Ambush.
"Craig has a good chance of hookirrg on," said Pat Berry, assistant
Public Relations director for the Ambush.
. "He has been our leading scorer in the summer leagues."
Also, UM-St. Louis standout Scott Li tschgi was drafted by the Detroit
Rockers.

Baseball Players Bestowed Post-Season Honors
Pitcher Andy Runzi and outfielder Bob Mutnasky were both named to
the 1993 Division II All-American Team. Releiver Greg Shepherd made
third team honors. Runzi was also named Mid-America Athletics A5sociation Pitcher of the Year.
'They all played huge roles in the success of our team this year. They
are very deserving of this recognition," Baseball head coach Jim Brady
said.

Meckfessel Stocks Up For Basketball Season.
The following players have been recruited by the Univeristy of
Missouri-St. Louis.
Shawn Caldwell - 6-3, Guard, Shelby State Comunity College
(Memphis, Tenn,), averaged 20 ppg. for Shelby, has a sweet touch from
outside the perimeter, can shoot the three.
Delancey Donley- 6-7, Forward, East St. Louis High School, one of
the area's fillest players, has a huge arm span, should be a defensive
specialist, recorded 82 blocks with the Spartans.
Rodney Hawthorne- 6-5, Forward, East SL Louis High School,
teammate of Donley ,can score inside, should ease the loss of ban ger Mike
Moore.

Media Gives Baseball Team
Much Deserved Recognition

I.
i '

known to criticize and even yell at their
players, but Morse demonstrated this
on a consistent basis.
The athletic deparunent denies
placing pressure on M,orse to resign.
However, Morse had already recruited
players for the upcoming season and
was instructing youngsters at an UMSt. Louis sponsored basketball camp
when she announced her resignation,
saying she had been hired as assistant
women's basketball coach by the UMKansas City athletic department.
"Let's just say that salary was not
an issue," Morse said.
It seems odd that, despite the UMSt. Louis athletic department's claim
that they didn't pressure her resignation, Morse suddenly accepted a lower
paying position and started over on the
job hierarchy.
.
"She (Morse) was recommended
to us as a coach who was very good at
recruiting," said UM- Kansas City Athletic Director Lee Hunt.
Morse was a stalwart recruiter who
brought great names to the women's
basketball program, such as Squibb,
point guard Danielle LaMette, and current sensations Nancy Hesemann and
Regina Howard. It's too bad this was
her only strong point I hope the new
coach will be able to excel not only in
recruiting, but coaching as well.
"The team will be better off with-

by Pete Dicrispino
associate sports editor

standable, as this was the Rivenne n 's
first appe<lfance in the Wor Id Series in
16 years. But,just because they hadn't
been to a World Series in a while, that
didn't mean they were a bad team.
Brady has 211 victories as theRivermen
skipper and his program has been very
good in recent years .
After the Post-Dispatch article,
Brady was a guest on Mike Bush's talk
show on what was then KASP 590

(now FNS 590). Bush is the spons
director for KSDK ChannelS. Great
exposure indeed, considering how
many spons nuts listen to that station.
Then came the peak of the media
coverage. Just before the team left for
Montgomery, Ala., for the World Series, Brady and two of his players,
Andy Runzi and Bob Mutnansky, were

UM-St. Louis head coach Jim
Brady has put together one of the best
baseball programs in the SL Louis area.
But it wasn't until this past year that
~ple, especially the St. Louis spons
media, took notice.
The Rivermen baseball team received more coverage during the past
See Media, page 2 C
season than the Pope did when he visited Denver, and Brady loved every
minute of it "It was long overdue. We
deserved every ounce of credit," he
said
The coverage started with an article written about Brady's battle with
colon cancer. The article was written
by Lorraine Kee Montre of the St.
Louis Post-Dispalch spons staff. Brady,
who has conquered cancer for now,
appreciated the story. "Ifit helps people.
realize that cancer can be fought and
cured, it's great," Brady said. "Hopefully, it helped people realize how precious life is."
Although the story focused more
on the human side, it was written because Brady battled back from cancer
and led his team to the College World
photo: Alfie Ali
Series.
.
MOUND MAYHEM: UM-St. Louis' p~ching staff.
The media interest was under-

.
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Media from page 1 C

Baseball from page 1C
than preparing for the game.
"I felt I let my players down, I
didn't prepare them for the first game
of the tournament," Brady said. Another
reason Brady took his team on the mad
was that he wanted to beat Emporia in
front of their own fans.
" I wanted to do it on their home
turf, so they could make no excuse;.,"
Brady said.
The Rivermen's success wasespecially nice for Brady, who bounced
back from a bout with colon cancer.
"He keeps to himself a lot, but he
handled everything well," Eye said.
"He is a fair guy who makes you
work hard and earn everything."
Brady, whose career record is 21 1144-3, believes that with the nucleus of
his club intact, they can get back to the
World Series next year.
"We have a good recruiting class
coming in and I look for a number of
juniors, now seniors, to step up their
games," Brady saiti. '
Eye also feels strongly about the
team's chances next year. "We have a
good group of junior college transfers
I

-

commg m who are used to winning,"
he said. "Plus, the experience we have
coming back will also help."
The Rivermen lose two key players to eligibly this year. One is pitcher
Andy Runzi, who was 20-8 in his career with a 2.40 earned run average.
Runzi has signed a free-agent contract
Wlth the California Angels organization.
They have started him out in their minor league team in Boise, ld.
Outfielder Bob Mutnansky also
leaves with a UM-SL Louis career
batting average of .350. He drove in 99
runs in two years as a Riverman.
"'They carried us; they were our goto guys. Just look at their numbers,"
Brady said.
Look for pitchers Chris Durnm,
Matt Logeais, and Tun Stratman to try
to maire up for the loss of Runzi. And
look for Jeff Peer, Jeremy Ragan, and
Jeff Eye to provide more offense.
This year could also be the year that
centerfielder Donnie Jolliff comes into
his own. "Hopefully a hungry, healthy
Donnie Jolliff," Brady said.
So what can the fans expect to see

Photo Mia M. Ali

PICKED OFF: UM-St. Louis first baseman Brian Moriarty takes the pickoff throw from the pitcher during the MIM championship last spring.
next spring when they attend a
Rivermen game?
"A highly energized, intensely
competitive group of hustling
ballplayers who love to win and hate to
lose," Brady said.
With success, will Coach Brady
change anything next year?

.
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ACTIVITIES
WE LCOME BACK SOFTBALL TOURNEY & BBQ; Funl
TENNIS SINGLES TOURNAMENT, Beg. Int, Adv
CO ED VOLLE YBALL LEAGUES ; Sludcnts.Fac/Sta'T
BOWLING DOUBLES; Fe ~gHsoll Lancs/6-8wk League
GOLF TOURNAMENT; St. Chalks G .C.j9 or 18 Hole
FLAG FOOTBALL LEAGUES; 7-Player/Mens .Womens
FUN RUN; 1.5 & 3 Mile COllrses/Mens.Womens
SOCCER LEAGUES; 9-Man/Mens,Womcns
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT, Men·s.WomcIl·s
PUNT, PASS, AN D KICK CONTEST; Me~.Womens
VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT, I-N!ght/Mcns.Wo nens
COED HOC SOC LEAGUE; 9-Man Indoor Soccer
SUPER TE AM SPORTS CHALLENGE; Coed / 6-8 per Team
RACQUETB ALL TOURNAMENT; I-Week/Beg, lnt, Adv
PICKLEBALL CLINICS & OPEN PLAY; Fun Paddle Sport
COED WALLYBALL TOURNAMENT; I-N!ght/4 per Team
PICKLEBALL TOURNAMENT; A&R Dlvlslons
BASKETBALL FREE THROW CONTEST; M ens(Womens
BASKETBALL HOT SHOT TOURNEY; M cns.Womens

203 MARK TWAIN
553-5125

DEADLINE BEGINS
Sep 8
Sep 8
Sep 8
Sep 8
None
Sep 16
None
Sep 30
Scp 30
None
Oct 19
Oct 21
Oct 21
Oct ~8
None
Nov 4
Nov 4
None
None

"I'm going to worlc harder, I'm
more driven to get back to the World
Series," he said. "Last year's job is not
complete, we have to quench that thirst
for a national championship."
If Brady says he is going to do
something, you can be sure it will get
done. The man has battled cancer, and
that was a far-greater feat than winning
the World Series.
"I thank the man upstairs for all my
gifts in life," Brady said. "I'm happy,
but not content until I'm wearing that
ring."

- -- --------- - - - - -- - - -- - - on Sports Plus. For all you non-sports sports mfom1auon director. Kuchno
fans, Sports Plus is an hour-long sports was hard at work ma..lung sure peopk
show that Bush hosLSon Sundays. This knew about the teams' success and that
meant that thousands of people where were paying attention to L'Je great seagoing to see and hear about Rivermen son the team was having .
"Jeff was really an unsung hero,"
baseball.
"It's one thing to be heard, but to be Brady said. " HIS ef[Of( reflected the
heard and seen?" Brady said . "It made effort of our ball club. "
This past spring's media coverage
us feci proud of the notoriety It gave the
was Just what the UM-St. Louis athschool."
Bush had his UM-St. Louis guests letic department needed. All the other
on for about seven to 10 minutes, enough colleges knew that lJM-St Louis had a
exposure to let the area know how good good baseball program, but now the
rest of SL Louis knows as well.
the Ri vermen were.
"It was just a weU-known fact that
Were the guys nervous? "Mike
expanded
throughout the area," Brady
creates a nice atmosphere and just lets
said.
"We're
a well-respected, highly
you be yourself," Brady said. "Bob
was a linle nervous, but it went well." competitive program."
No matter what happens next year,
Most of the credit for the Rivermen
the
recognitii);-]
was well overdue.
getting the wide range of media coverage goes to JeffKuchno, UM-StLouis'
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THE HISPANIC LATINO ASSOCIATION
INVITES YOU TO JOIN IN THE MANY ACTIVITIES THAT
THEY ARE SPONSORING THIS FALL.
ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME.
FRIDA Y NIGHT MOVIE DOUBLE FEATURE
WHEN -5 PM and 7 PM showings
WHERE-Je Penney Auditorium
Sept. 17 El Norte / Dark Habits
Sept. 25 Matador / Labyringh of Passion
Oct. 1 The Official Story / What Have I Done to Deserve This
Oct. 15 Tristiana / Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown
All films have English subtitles.
$2 donations accepted

SATURDA Y AFTERNOON LIVE PERFORMANCES
WHEN-3 PM-4 PM
WHERE-JC Penney Auditorium
Sept. 18 Lulac Ballet Folklorico
Sept. 25 Marimba Yahalon
Oct. 2 Manuel Gonzalez & Eileen Worthington
Oct. 9 Cabaret singer Marcela Grad with pianist Tom Clear
Oct. 16 Spanish Classical Duo: Mark Laverty & Michelle DeFabio
*$2 donations accepted

FUND RAISING DANCE
OCTOBER 8,1993
8 PM- 1 AM at the SHELDON BALLROOM
DANCE INSTRUTIONS FROM 8 PM-9 PM
LA SOLUTION LATINA PERFORMING
*$10 per person
(Proceeds from donations and admissions goes towards scholarships for eligible students at the University of Missouri-St. Louis)
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Despite Losses, Redmond Packages Together A Competitive Team
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor

With the 1993 season a blink away ,
the UM-St. Louis men's soccertearn is
trying desperately to plug the holes left
by departed seniors.
On the missing-in-action list are
two-time All-American' s Craig
Frederking arid Scott Litschgi. The
Rivermen must also replace two-time
All-Region defender Pat Galkowsld
and their leading scorer from last year,
Brian Hennessy .. . plus two other
starters.
"This is a rebuilding year," head
coach Tom Redmond said. "We lost
Frederking, Litschgi, and two
HenneSsy's. That was our nucleus of
players from the last few years. Other
teams in the region still have that
nucleus. We have to build a new one."
An open camp is Redmond's solution to the depletion. Basically, anyone who has ever kicked the white and
black checkered ball has been recei ved
.' with open arms for a try-out.
"There are quite a few jobs up for
grabs," Redmond said. "We can only
hope a number of players will surface

this year."
Seniors Doug Wiese andRickKulm
are the only players back that were
recrui ted by the late and legendary Don
Dallas (head coach of the Rivermen
from 1968-1990). Wiese began his
career as a defender but spent much of
his time in the midfield last season.
"Wiese will be in the backfield,"
Redmond said. "His quickness can
cover mistakes and his offensive
mindness provides us with another
weapon. There will be no easy shots
with him back there."
Besides Wiese, most of the starting
positions are not defmite. Starting
goaltender Jeff Hulsey returns after
being thrust into the position last year
due to starter Mark Dulle's tragic death.
If Hulsey will be number one this year
is questionable. Senior Mark Delaney
played in five games last year and
should push for more playing time.
"The goalie job is up for grabs,"
Redmond said. "Hulsey still has things
to prove. Mark Delaney will push him.
We could also have one or two walkons."
Another uncertainty is the status of
junior forward Tom Edgar. Edgarcame

Carson Court Apartments
Comfortable and affordable apartments
minutes from campus by Light Rail.
Give us a call today. 521-5551

I._------------------.
coUpot:fSALE1

into the program boasting talent as a
premiere scorer. However, he has been
plagued by nagging knee injuries the
last three seasons.
"Tom (Edgar) is a question mark,"
Redmond said. "Ifhe's healthy, he will
be one of our best players. He's the best
striker on the team."
Help is on the way. Redmond has
landed one of the best recruits in the
area in midfielder Skip Birdsong, a
junior from Lewis and Clark Community College. Birdsong scored 26 goals
and 15 assists during two seasons at
Lewis and Clark and was namedafrrstteam junior college A1l~American.
'We expect him to be an impact
player," Redmond said. "He will cause
goalkeepers to panic."
Lewis and Clark appears to be this
year's hot spot for talent. Joining
Birdsong on the ride to UM-St.Louisis
teammate Gary Davis. Davis is a probable starter, known for his tenacious
defense and should' complement the
offensive-minded Wiese, nicely .
"Davis is a stay-home defender,"
Redmond said. "We need to have that
someone to stay back and prote.ct the
goal."
In addition to the Lewis and Clark
duo, another promising recru it ' is
sophomore Matt Gober, out afDi vision
I Stetson. Gober led his alma matter
Desmet to a co-championship in hi s
senior year. He was originally recruited
by Redmond but had decided to pursue
Stetson.
"He's a hardworking midfielder,"
Redmond said. "He could be a starter."
With the addition of hot prospe.cts,
Redmond is also counting on last year's
walk-Dn Mike Hayes. Hayes has been
diligently training this summer and

BEDDING
, SOLD IN SETS

Photo Alfie M. Ali
RIVER READY: The Rivermen prepare for their 26th year, (from left to right) midfielder Todd Rick, assistant coach
Garry LeGrand, midtielder Dean Dallas, assistant coach Dave Gauvain, head coach Tom Redmond and defender
Doug Wiese.

appears ready to start the sea<;on.
''I'm ready to go," Hayes said. "If
they could only get the field in shape."
The Rivermen's cbances in a
nutshell: a l2-win season seems
probable. Defense will bestalwan with
stopper Wiese patrolling the backfield.
Look for Hulsey to win the goalie spot
and then conquer opposing forwards
who try to put one in the neL Birdsong
is for real, and will be among region
leaders in points. Under-rated

midfielder Dean Dallas will have the
chance to shine and will blaze onto the
stat sheets. With scrappy competitors
like Hayes and sophomore Todd Rick,
the Rivermen will never be short on
guts. Redmond is a superior coach who
will have a chance to show his strategical brilliance with an unproven squad.
'The one positive about being in a
reloading situation is that other teams
acknowledge they will have an easy go
at you," Redmond said. 'We retain

that aspect of surprise."
Up and Coming: The Rivermen
will travel to S1. Louis University to
face the Division I Billikens fo an
exhibitiion game on Aug. 26, at 7:30
p.m, The Billikens are ranked among
the top 10 in the preseason Division II
poll. UM-S1. Louis returns home for
two fmal exhibition games Aug. 28,
and Tuesday, Aug. 31, facing the University of Monterre and SIUEdwardsville respect ively.

Strong Recruiting Class Brings
Depth To Depleted Riverwomen
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor

Bring on the youngsters!
Usually, th e word graduation
makes a women's soccer head coach
feel faint, but Ken Hudson has turned
the trauma into excitement by successfully recruiting many of the area's
top players.
The Losses. Hudson, entering his
13 th season as the head of th~ v;cmen' S
SOCC(;T program-he founded, had to
replace the loss of five starters, in cludingAlI-Am crican Carmcn Uorico
and All-South Central Rcgion members
Kelly DonahueanctChe[yli~amp. Also
lost was Monietta Slay, who topped the.
Riverwomen scorer's last season.
"Every year is a rebuilding year,"
Hudson said. "We've got nine playcrs
returning and should have aboutl 8 or
19 total coming out for the team. "
New Kids on tbe Block; With the
loss of the scoring triumvirate (Slay,
Donahue, and LIorieo), Hudson will

Photo: Alfie M. Ali
PLAYOFF BOUND? Can (left to right) Angie Anderson, Kim Beeman,
Lori Corbett and head coach Ken Hudson lead to the River'Nomen to their
first trip to the playof1s in three years?
have to replace 24 of 34 goals. To ease
th is transition, he has incoming sophomorc Jenny Bmton, a standout at
Meramcc Community College. Burton
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46 N. Florissant I{d.
Ferguson, Mo.
524-6009

14 Ounce
Froze n Mug
$ 1 -t i l l 7 pm
Kitchen Now Open • Serving Lunch Daily
11 a.m. - 2 P'!ll' & 6 p.m. -12 a.m.

"Downstairs from Rinderer's Gasen Drug's"

i~ expected to start right away at forward and carry much of the offensive
burden.
"Jenny should makea lotof goalies
dig the ball out of the back of the net,"
tidson said.
S,'phomore Stephanie SChiller,
anotherjllnioreoJlege transfer, will also
be expected to put up some points.
Schiller was an All-American at
Florissant Valley and led them in
scoring. She can play either at the forward spot or in the miclfield.
"Schiller is the best attacking player
we will have," Hudson said.
Freshman Lori Lueddeke (St.
. Dominic) and Marcie Scheske (Affton)
will compete for spots in the midfield.
Old Faithful. Senior Kelley Hearne
returns to guard the net. Hearne made
a record 142 saves last season and
recorded six shutouts. Hudson has
such faith in her ability he won't carry
a second goalie.
"I had a good season last year,"
Hearne said. "I hope to go one step
farther this season."
Strength in the Back. WithHeame
patrolling the nets, the Riverwomen's
strength appears to lie in the backfield
with returning defenders Angie
Anderson, Kim Beeman and Brooke

See Soccer, page 5 C
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RivelWomen Look To Rebound From Sub-Par Year In '93
by Pete Dicrisplno
associate sports editor

UM-St. Louis head coach Denise
Sil vester is quietly putting together one
of the best volleyball programs at the
Division II level.
Silvester's career record of232-96
at the helm of the Riverwomen speaks
fo r itself. And even though the
Riverwomen are coming off a subpar
year, with a record of 19-18, look for
the team to be back to their normal
winning ways in 1993.
Six major reasons for optimism are
the six new recruits being added to the
five returning starters. This should give
the Riverwomen one of their deepest
tearns in years-which should prove to
be crucial, especially during tolllTJaments.
"Playing back-to-backgames, four
to five straight hours, the girls got tired, "
Silvester said. "Depth is very important"
Heading the list of key returners
are seniors Debbie K@npwerth (second team All-Mid Am·erican Athletic
Conference in '92), outside hitters
Becky Bange and Cindy Stoerger,
Russann Overbey. and sophomore setterGingerHeaton (1992:MIAAFreshman of the Year.)
Silvester is hoping the combined
experience of the five will be more than
enough to make up for the loss of

Sharon Kampwerth, who, as a senior in
'92, was a first-team AlI-MlAA and
first-team in the All-South Central
Region.
"I don't expect anyone to step in
hershoes," Silvester said. ''Everyone is
going to be the go-to person.
Having a more-balanced attack
should only help the Riverwomen be
more competitive.
"Last year, if they shut down Sharon, they usually won the game,"
Silvester said.
Joining the returners will be junior
transfers Richelle Blow (Jefferson
Junior College), Amy Cole (parkland
JuniorCollege), and Carol Kampwerth
(Lewis and Oark Community College).
The freshmen added to the squad are
Debbie Boedefe1d (Rosary), Sherri
Grewe (Cor Jesu), and Lori Pike (Ste.
Genevieve).
The newcomers should all see
plenty of action.
"Hopefully, the girls will push each
other for jobs," Silvester said. "If they
don't challenge each other, we won' t
ha ve a very successful season."
Senior Becky Bange believes the
team 's experience will playa big role.
'·We have a lot of smart players who
can fill every position; we have no
weak link," Bange said.
Some of the other keys to a successful volleyball season include:
• Team Chemistry: "The girls have
H

•

•

•

•

•

•

to have pride in our program ,"
Silvester said. Bange also feels the
chemistry needs to be stronger, commenting, "We need more team work
and not people thinking as individuals."
Upperclassmenhavetobeleaders:
"We have to help out the freshmen
and the junior college transfers, because the junior college game is different," said senior Cindy Stoerger.
Underclassmen have to play early
in season: 'The underclassmen need
experience early in the season so they
can be ready later," Silvester said.
"J ust because a player is a senior
doesn't mean they're going to start
All the jobs are up for grabs."
Peak at right time: "We peaked too
early last year. We need to peak at the
end of the season, not at the beginning," Silvester said.
Mental toughness: With a successful program comes tough schedules,
and to conquer tough schedules the
women will have to stay focused"Last year, ,vhen the going gottough,
the tough didn' l get going," Silvester
said.
Defense needs to be stronger: Being strong on defense comes from
being foclL<;ed. The defense will improve if the Riverwomen are mentally ready.
Team closeness: "There needs to be
more team bonding," Stocrger said .

Photo: Alfie M. Ali
The UM-St. Louis volleyball team went 19-18 last year, but with six new recrUits , they hope to return to the
form that led them to 39 victories in 1991. Head coach Denise Silvester is in the back row--far right.
"We have to help the freshmen improve right along with us."
If the Riverwomen improve in all
these areas, it could be a very exciting
year. But asking for that could be asking for lOa much. Maybe they can hit
six out of the seven areas listed.

Even if the team improves,it might
be hard getting back to the national
tournament.
"We have to beat everyone in our
region because they reduced the numberofbids from eight to four ," Silvester
said. "We're probably one year away

from getting back."
So here is a memo to Emporia
State, Northeast Missouri State, and
Central Missouri State: the UM-St.
Louis Riverwomen are back, and with
Silvester at the helm, history is defi nitely on their side.

An Inside Look: The 1993 Ul\1-St. Louis Volleyball Team
by Pete Dlcrlspino
associate sports editor

A total of six new recruits added to
five returners is the depth that the UMSt.Louis Volleyball team has lacked in
the past few years. There are only for
seniors on this year's leam.
Seniors
Becky Bange - Played in 110
games as ajunior transfer from Jefferson
Junior College. Recorded 145 kills, a
.122 hitting percentage, and fInished
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Russann Overbey
fourth on the team with 17 assists. Will
be one of the front runners for an outside hitting position. Needs to improve
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on ability to score to be a mainstay in
the lineup. A strong player who should
be more mature with a year at UM-SL
Louis under her belt.
Debbie Kampwerth -- Earned
second team All :t>'1id-America Intercollegi~te Athletics Association recognition as a junior. Kampwerth finished
second on the team with 315 kills and
third with a 276 hitting percentage.
She also ranked 12th in theMIAA with
her .276 hitting percentage and was
sixth in service aces per game (44) .
Kampwerth w~ be counted on to be
one of the team leaders as a senior.
Health could be a problem as she tries
to strengthen a bad shoulder and knee.
Russann Overbey - The only
player who has been with the UM-St
Louis prograril-all four years. Coming
off an ankle injury that hampered her
last year. Had 137 kills and a .160
hitting percentage.
Russann flnished second on the
team with 27 assists and was also tied
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Cindy Stoerger
for second in the J\1IAA in service aces
per game (48). Will compete for an
outside hitting position. Needs to be a
positive motivator on the court
Cindy Stoerger -- Another competitor for an outside hitting position.
Tied Overbey for second on the team
with 27 assists. Was third on the team
with 244 kills. One of the teams best
athletes and defensive players. Stoerger
struggled at the end of last year, but will
be counted on to be one of the leaders.
Team needs more scoring from her on
the outside.
.
Juniors
Richelle Blow -- An All-Region
performer at Jefferson I.e., 'Blow will
join in the hunt for an outside hitting
position. Could also see time as a swing
hitter because of her quickness and
athletic ability.
"If she plays the swing, it will give
us more options as a tearn," head coach
Denise Silvester said.

Amy Cole -- Won gold medal in
Prairie State games. A standout setter.
Cole was a junior college All-American two years ago atParldand College.
Cole led Parkland to a seventh place
finish at the 1991 Junior College National Tournament Will take pressure
off of the team's only other setter
Ginger Heaton.
"Amy gives us more depth, so we
can rest some of our strengths,"
Silvester said. "She has a lotof college
expenence."
Carol Kampwerth --Shouldjoiil
her sister Debbie as one of the team's
middle hitters. Needs to adjust to faster
pace game at a higher college leveL
Has problems with a bad ankle and
knee that will need to be strengthened.
Could be a pleasant surprise if healthy .
Sophomore
Ginger Heaton -- Heaton is coming off an outstanding freshmen year;
she was named MIAA Freshmen of

the year in 1992. She was also a twotime MIAA "Setter of the Week" selection. Ranked second in the :MIAA in
assists Per game (11.2), finished second on the team with 424 digs and a
.310 hitting percentage. A smart player
who was thrown into the fire as a
freshman and handled the pressure well.
A year of experience should help her
with the mental aspects of being the
quarterback of the team. Hc;aton could
also see time as a defensive speciaik:t
because of her strength.
Freshmen
Debbie Boedefeld -- Boedefeld is
a graduate of Rosary High School and
is the sister of former UM-Sl. Louis
standout Julie Boedefeld. Will probably see playing time as a middle hitter.
Good athlete who will have to adaptlo
the faster paced college game.

See Volley, page 5 C
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SPORTS

Quotes from page 1 C

Soccer from page 3 C
Langlier. Anderson is back after her
best season ,gamering second-team AllRegion honors for her work at the
sweeper position. Hudson expects a
big season outofLanglier, and Beeman
can be counted on for consistency at
wing back. Freshman Jennifer Frolich
is the lone recruit here, but she is expeeted to help ease the loss of Kamp
and tenacious defender Colleen Kelly.
Returning senior Lori Corbett has always provided help from the midfield
position.
"We will be pretty good defensively," Hudson said. "Kelly Hearne is .
an outstanding goalkeeper and Angie
(Anderson) should be more comfortabie."
GAYLE ABBAS
Fourth Down and one to go. Senior Kim Miller is back for her fourth ries. She is the top returning sCorer played in the shadow of girls like
season with the Riverwomen. Miller from last year with two goals and three Donahue and Llorico. This is her year."
has always been labeled as oozing with assists.
Outlook.If Miller stays healthy,
talent but has never had the chance to
"She (Miller) has to take the bull by the team-will fly. Burton will lead all
show her all due to nagging knee inju- the horns," Hudson said. "She has scorers on the stat sheets, but Miller's,

experience and heady play is needed to Baseball head coach
direct the offense. Hearne is the best Jim Brady expressing
goalkeeper in the region and should be his fee ling towards
joined by Anderson and Langlier for rival Emporia State:
posl-seasonhonors. TheRiverwomen "Emporia and their coach
are short on players which places all the have a lack of respect for
mor.e pressure on the recruits. like our team. So we gave
Schiller and Luedd~ke; they ",:ill be - lhe m a heaping, helping of
forced to perform nght away WJ,th?ut -r>h
bl . . d I h
any transition to the Division II game.
u~ e pte,. an .
ope
This could help these players in the the~r coach 1S. st1li gagging
long run by giving them this boost of on 1t. They w1ll sp~nd the
confidence. With only six games next ten years try1ng to
scheduled at home, the team will have beat us."
to step up to the difficulties of playing Faculty representative
on the road. Hudson teams have fin- to the NCAA Dr. Tom
ished in the national rankings all but Snell on finding a

for the Business School."
River man Jeff Hulsey
on facing the challenge of winning back
the starting
goaltender position:
"I'm just gonna approach
it the same way I did last
year. I'm going out there
with the attitude I will
start."
Redmond again on the
prowess of junior
forward Tom Edgar's
foot:
"We use his technique for
oneseason,andheonly?eedsdedi~ wom~n's basketball
kicking the ball to show
players to produce a wmner. Predicted
h'
the newcomers. I just
fInish: 12-8.
coac .
. stand back and let Tom do
Have Feet, Will Tra\'el. If you "It took the committee
his thing."
meet those qualifications and prior over a year to find a dean
soccer experience, the Riverwomen
need you.

Volley from page 4 C
to the next step," Sil'lester said.
Sherri Grewe -- Agraduate of Cor
Jesu High School. Will see time as an
outside hitter playing opposite of the
setter. Grewe has goodbloclcing ability
and played on a team from Kirkwood
during the spring. Should be the most
volleyball-ready on the team.
Lori Pike -- Outstanding athlete
from Ste. Genevieve. Pike was not
only a good volleyball player, but also
madeit to the state championships in
track. A coach's dream, Pike is a dedicated player who loves to play the
game. She is the final candidate for an
outside hilting position. Her attitude
should help her succeed at the college
level.
Jeff Kuchno conlribuled some injomUItionjor this story

COMIN' AT YOU: Riverwoman
wingback Kim Beeman chases
down the ball in a game last year.
Beeman will retum to help anchor
the defense for head coach Ken
Hudson.

Westport Cine'
Athlete of the Week
Baseball Head Coach Jim Brady
- Advanced his team to the Division II College World
Series for first time since 1977.
-Set a school record for most victories in a season
with 31.
-Captured the Central Regional championship at
Emporia State, winning three straight games. - The
regional title was the fourth in the history of the
program, the first since 1977.
- Won the MIAA South Division Title.
-Was named the Central Region Coach of the Year.
-Picked up his 200th win as coach of the River men
this spring. He has never had a losing record in
eight years at UM-St. Louis. His overall record is
211-144-3.
-Did all this while suffering from a bout with colon
cancer.
Congratulation's coach, your deserve it!

The Year In RevieW":
A Look Back At The Events Shaping

UM-St. Louis Sports In 1992-93
by Cory Schroeder
sports editor

Pulling up short.. Almost! The
Riverwomen soccer team narrowly
missed making the playoffs for the first
time in several years. Despite the team's
lackluster
performance,
the
Riverwomen fielded two All-Americans in Carmen Llorico and Kelly
Donahue.
Pushing Back The Clock. The
NCAA decided that in the interests of
higher education, college basketball
players should not practice unit
November 1, instead of Oct 15. The
NCAA cited this would give students
more time to study for fmal exams. In
reality, what happened was basketball
players spent their time playing in pickup games instead of hitting the books.
Rules had already been established regarding playing time, and limiting
proctice to 20 hours a week. A 2.25
grade point average is required.
"It's like the French Revolution,"
UM-St Louis Athletic Director Rich
Meckfessel said.
Olympiad Speaks. Jackie JoynerKeesee, the first female athlete to win
three consecutive Olympic medals in a
multi-event and the first American
woman to win the long jump, gave a
speech titled, "StayingFitin the Winter
Months" at an area hospitaL
Illgh Publicity. UM-St Louis
men's basketball got some local atterition when their head coach, Rich
Meckfessel, reached 400 wins. Meckfessel was a featured guest on the
KSDK-ChannelS sports show, "Sports
Plus.» It also happened the same week,

and later was awarded a contract
and the posi~on. Speculation has it that
Assistant Director, Denise Silvester,
was offered the position and turned it
down. Chuck Smith remained on as a
part-time advisor.
Good, but oot great. The
Rivermen soccer squad finished the
1992 season with a respectable 11-7-1
record. However, they had gone 17-12 the previous year. At one point, they
were 10-3 and in solid position for one
of the 12 spots in the NCAA Division
II national tournament However, the
Rivermen crashed in their last six
games, finiShing 1-4-1. During that
span, they were shut out three times
while allowing 10 goals during the
stretch. The good news was the
Rivermen posted their 25thconsecutive winning season in school history
and were ranked among the Top 20 in
Division II for all but two weeks.
'1t was a real difficult year. We
didn't finish the season strong,"
Redmond said.
tor

With the new season of sports on
the horizon, ~e take one last look at the
'92-'93 season.
Tragedy strikes. Junior Mark
Dulle, the starting goaltender for the
Rivermen, was accidentally shot to
death before the flr.>l game last year.
DuUe's roommate, a police cadet, was
unloading his service revolver when
the gun went off and struck Dulle in the
head. Dulle was pronounced dead forty
minutes later.
"His death was always on our minds
lhroughout the whole season,"
Rivermen head coach Tom Redmond
said.
Changing of the guard. The season began with the only athletic director the University ofMissouri-St. Louis
had, Chuck Smith, announcing his retirement Men's basketball coach Rich
Meclcfessel was named interim direc-
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the Rivermen defeated Division I foe,
Dayton. However, good fortune would
not follow Meckfessel throughout the
whole season as his team failed to make
the playoffs.
Tightening orthe belt. The University of Missouri Board of Curators
fazed out UM-St Louis's $500,000
budget over the next five years. Student
activity fees were raised form $52.08 to
$66.88 per credit hour with expected
increases annualy to compensate for
the loss.
"The athletic department will become self-suppoting," Vice-Chancelloc
Sandy MacLean.
Survey Eogligbtens: TheCurrent
conducted a survey on fan support of
UM-S t Louis athletics and discovered
some startling stattistics. Of the 100
UM-St Louis students and employees
surveyed, 80 had never attended a
game. None of the respondents had
never even attended a women's sporting event Most of those surveyed said
they had no time to attend, and many
were not even interested.
"{ always intended to go to one, but
there is just no time," said junior Mark
Dowdell.
Riverwomen Hoops Fall FlaL
Theyalmostmadeit TheRiverwornen
had a chance to gain a berth in the
playoffs, but they lost their lost two
games and were denied post-season
play. The former of the games came
down to the last fifteen seconds, ending
in a heartbreaking loss. The highlight
of the season was the suprise play of
freslunan Regina Howard.
"The team worlced hard, they never
gave up," head cooch Bobbi Morse
said. "I was never disappointed with
the effort."
Tbe Final Plateau. California
Angels draft pick Andy Runzi led the
UM-S t Louis baseball team to the College World Series. Their stay was short
lived as they lost two successive games.
Skipper Jim Brady recorded win nwnber 200 during the MIAA Championship.
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